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T he PROGRAM SYSTEM is 
a concept exclusive to 
BEAL, designed to improve 

the life and effectiveness of your 
rope. 
A computer directed operation 
controls the application of the 
PROGRAM SYSTEM to the braiding 
of the sheath : 
The first 1,5 metres at each end of 
the rope are supple braided for ease 
of tying-on and clipping-in.The next 
4 metres are tighter, to give 
maximum abrasion and use 
resistance in this section, which has 
to take nearly all sport-climbing falls. 
The central part of the rope is again 
supple for optimal handling quality. 
The PROGRAM SYSTEM is 
available on the following ropes : 
Laser 10mm - Ed linger 10,5mm -
Leader 11 mm. 

Supple sheath 
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- Himalayan 
to 10-day trips o 

a ; all technical levels ; b 

i~;iECUADOR, & PATAGONIA 
Bdlivia's Cordillera Real• Ascents of 17 ,000'-21 ,2 

optional basic & advancei;i instructional itineraries . Accli 
zation at Machu Picchu , Lake Titicaca, & Bolivia's Altipl 

Ecmidor - 2-week trips on peaks 18,997' to 20,561 '; optional 
instructional itinerary. Acclimatization visiting highland markets · 
& hiking on the Equator; hot springs ; Galapagos option. 

Fitzroy & Torres del Paine National Parks - Parkland & 
glacier backpacking; alpine climbs at basic & more advanced 
levels near the towers; Patagonia Ice Cap ; trek only or climb. 

EXPEDITIONS 
McKinley, Aconcagua, Arna Dablam, Ancohuma, Illimani 
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Info 
17 Climbers Killed in 
Eastern Himalayan 
Avalanche 
CHINA 
Kang Karpo (Meili Xueshan) (6740 m) 

A Sino-Japanese expedition led by 
Jira Inoue met with disaster on this 

unclimbed eastern outlier of the 

Himalaya in Yunan Province. The peak 

had previously been attempted by at 

least 6 expeditions from America and 

Japan, all defeated by the abysmal 
weather conditions in the area. There is 

usually a marginal improvement during 

the winter months, but last winter saw 

very heavy snowfalls . The Sino

Japanese team retreated from near the 

summit on December 28, then made 
another attempt. The last radio contact 

with base camp was on January 3 1991. 

Then , despite a 22 day search , nothing 

was seen or heard again of the 11 

Japanese and 6 Chinese climbers , 

presumably kil led in their top camp by a 
massive avalanche - one of the worst 

disasters in Himalayan climbing history. 

INDIA 
Kangchenjunga (8586 m) 

The Japanese mountaineering 

establishment continues to develop its 
enviable knack of negotiating access to 

politically sensitive areas apparently 

closed to other nationalities , with a full 

sca le attempt on Namche Barwa 

currently taking place and , last spring , a 

successful expedition to the Sikkimese 

side of Kangchenjunga - the fir st 

foreigners to achieve this for over fifty 
years. 

The Kangchenjunga expedition was a 

joint venture with 22 ITBP climbers led 

by Hukam Singh and 14 members of the 

Himalayan Association of Japan led by 

Yoshio Ogata . The team hoped to climb 
the massive untouched East Face, but 

opted eventually for the North-East Spur 

- the route attempted by Pau l Bauer 's 

1930s expeditions and finally completed 

by Prem Chand and Naik Sherpa, when 

they made the second ascent of the 

mountain in 1977. This year's first 

summit attempt met with disaster when 
Pasang Sherpa fell to his death, but a 

week later, on May 24, Hideji Nazuka, 

Hirotaka Imamura and Ryozo Oda 

reached the summit , followed a day 
later by ITBP men - Tsewang Smanla , S 

D Sharam and Kanhaya Lal. Conditions 

Sept/Oct 1991 

were perfect , allowing the three Indians 

to spend 1.5 hours at the top, reading 

religious scriptures. Out of respect for 

the the re lig ious sentiments of the 
Sikkimese people, all summiteers 

stopped 10 metres short of the summit. 

Chong Kumdan I (7076 m) 
One of the last virgin 7000 metre peaks 

in the Eastern Karakoram , Chong 

Kumdan I was climbed in early August 

by a joint Inda-British expedition led by 

Harish Kapadia. Several other ascents 

were made in the massif but at the time 

of going to press fu ll detai ls were not 
avai lable. A ful l report will follow in the 

next issue. 

PAKISTAN 
Further west in the Karakoram there is 

little to report so far except news of two 
British Expeditions: 

Broad Peak(8047 m) 
The Bristol-based company Himalayan 

Kingdoms ran a successful commercial 
expedition to Broad Peak , helped 

partially by other teams' groundwork on 

the mountain. Two guides, A!an Hinkes 

and Robin Beadle reached the summit 

with Venezuelan client Ramon Blanco, 

reporting that the long summit ridge was 

surprisingly serious , with awkward rocky 
pinnacles - not the straightforward 'plod' 

it is often described as. 

Makrong Kish (6608 m) 
Disaster struck a British expedition 

attempting this unclimbed peak - the 

highest on the south bank of the Hispar 

Glacier. On Ju ly 9 the four man team 

was descending, after abandoning an 

attempt at about 6000 metres due to 

avalanche danger. At one point they 

had to abseil over a bergschrund from a 

snowstake anchor. Dave Tyson and 

Mike Penlington abseiled without 

incident ; then Dave Listerfe ll 20 metres , 

taking the rope with him, when the 

snowstake ripped . Lister was unhurt 

but the fourth man , Steve Hillen was 

stranded without a rope. He started 
downclimbing and Tyson climbed up to 

help him over the bergschrund. Hil len 

had almost reached safety when he 

sudden ly slipped. Tyson tried to grab 
him but was pul led off and both men 

gathered speed, fal ling over an ice cliff 

to their deaths. It was a sad end to a 

HIMALAYA 

promising expedition which received this 

year's Nick Estcourt Award . 
Roger Mear and Dave Walsh climbed 

Nanga Parbat by the Kinshofer Route 

in an 8 day alpine style push, (the first 

British ascent of the mountain). Ful l 
details in the next issue. 

Stephen Venables 

Everest Closure 
The news that Everest wil l be closed to 

climbers from 1994 has proved to be false. 

The story originated in an Indian news agency 

and was in due course ofi i;ially denied . In fact 

the Nepalese Government is taking 

reservarions for any date in the future and as 
of J,une . applications.were beeing considered 

for the year 2003. Liz Hawley 
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Two views of Bularung Sar 
(720Om. name mis-spelled in 
Mountain 140). Top: from the 
Kunyang/ Hispar Glacier 
junction and Above: from 
Camp 1 on Kunyang Kish. The 
Swiss Route takes the 
prominent spur facing the 
camera and left of the 
avalanche. 
Photos.· Stephen Venables. 
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Tony Barten and Andrew Bull 
Establish Hard Multi Pitch Route in 
Bungonia Gorge. Lockwood Slates 
Pollitt for Sport Bolting. 

Andrew Bull making the first ascent of Retro (21) on Popeye Wall, Point Perpendicular, New South Wales coast. 
Photo: Simon Carter. 
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AUSTRALIA 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
Blue Mountains 

Cosmic County 
A steep route to the right of Walking 

Wounded has been added by Giles 
Bradbury, Warwick Payten and John 
Smoothy to give Collateral Oamage(25) 

Bradbury also added Queer Stree/(26) 
further around, to the left of Fear In The 

Western World Mike Stacey found 
Country Mile (22), which goes up the 
overhanging buttress left of Readers 
Wives. 

Hanging Rock 
Overhanging the Gross Valley is 
Oranges Poranges(24) , a very exposed, 
bolted, bridging corner 40 metres long , 
but 200 metres off the deck, added by 
Mike Myers, Rob Le Breton and Dave 
"The Dude" Filan. (You have to back 
clip bolts as you rap to pull in to the 
belayl) 

In the Creek Area , Myers did Hang 

On, I'm Coming (27) and Le Breton took 
one year and multiple broken bones to 
do Human Cannonba/1(25) with pitches 
of 23 &25 
Pierce's Pass 
Across the other side of the Gross Valley, 
Rob Le b 
Breton did Disco Non-Stop Party (25) 
up a sharp arete that overhangs on both 
sides and is suspended 150 metres 
above the valley floor 
Boronia Point 
This overhung shorter cliff has seen a 
recent addition of Open Slather (23) -
pumpy, as all the routes in this section 
are - to the right of Offal by Mike Stacey. 
Not so recently , Giles Bradbury added 
Tripe (28M1) at the right-hand end of 
the main overhung section. 
Zig Zag 
John "Crunch" Smoothy has added Lets 

Nail God (23) to the left of Shakes and 

Flakes 

Bungonia Gorge 

The limestone gorge that reputedly 
separates the ·real' climbers from the 
'wimps', situated between Sydney and 
Canberra, has seen more multi-pitch 
additions recently. Screaming 

Tribesmen (250 metres, 22M 1) added 
by John Fantini and Ed Garnet. Red 

Heat(22M1 )and OlympusMons(200m) 

(21 M 1) both by Fantini and Keith Bel l. 
Albino (220m, 24) with p,tcf1es 
21 ,22,22,24,22,22 added by And rt,vV 
Bull and Craig Kentwell near Siblings cl/ 

The Sun is reputedly " fantasti c , 
sustained wall climbing 1" A shorter 
addition by George Fieg, Mike Pe.ck 
and John Stone gave a three pitch route 

Mountain 141 



Planet Earth (65 m, 25) Richard Watts 

added a 50 metre Direct Start to Coal 

Stack at 25. 

Point Perpendicular 
An extensive sea sandstone seacliff of 

varying quality about 3 - 3.5 hours from 

either Sydney or Canberra. 

Popeye Wall 
ACT climbers Tony Barten and Andrew 

Bull have been the developers of this 

section of cliffline, on a wall up to 40 

metres in height set above another 50 

Barten and Bull 

Tumbledown 
Barten and Bull have been busy here 

also adding Under Armpit Smell (26) 

and Grease Monkey (23) 

The VB Slab 
An easier section of cliff about 200 metres 

north of Thunderbird Wall has been 

developed to give a choice of nine routes 

up to grade 19 by a group of climbers 

including H. Moss, C Jewel, G. Liddy 

and D. Bates. 

AUSTRALIA 

face. With the other areas nearby 

included, there are now over one 

hundred and th,rty routes here. 

Nowra 
Thompson's Point 
In the past year or so this new area over 

the river from The Grotto and slightly 

upstream has become the focal point 

for many climbers during the cooler 

months, although still a viable summer 

cliff with the river only 15 metres away 

After a couple of sorties from other 

Sport Cliffs -
No Thanks! 
Sir, Climbers in Victoria 

are against the 

development of 'sports 

cliffs ' here. 

We are especially against 

any visitor coming here 

and deciding , without 

even consulting us, that 

we need a "sports" cliff. 

Unfortunately we rather 

like Andy Pollitt , and 

being generally in awe of 

visiting superstars , our 

protests were muted , 

perplexed , after he put in 

a row of bolts beside a 

ceiling crack (see 

Mountain 140) . 

Mark Baker leading the first ascent of Tsunai (29) on Wave Wail, Blue Mountains. Photo.· Simon Carter 

Despite face-to-face 

protests , Patrick 

Edlinger's film crew 

bolted an abseil anchor 

into the top of Serpentine, 

one of the best hard 

climbs in the world . His 

bolts and another placed 

by Geoff Weigand have 

been removed . Natural 

anchors are plentiful and 

sufficed until Weigand 

and Edlinger came along. 

Believe it or not , 

Edlinger's film was titled 

Climbing on a Precious 

Planet! 

metres of rock to the ocean. Barten was 

in the lead for a couple of thin and 

sustained wall routes Spmach (25) and 

Eat More Spinach (25), while Bull lead 

Popeye and Brutus Go Bolting (24). 

being the first route done on the wall and 

Retro (21) 

Bombora Wall 
Continuing the ACT onslaught. Mike 

Peck and Joe Lynch alternated leads to 

add a handful of routes In the (20) and 

(21) bracket. Pete Mills led Red Hot and 

Blue (23) and John Fantini added Vama 

(23M 1) up an overhanging finger crack 

Chippendale Wall 
Fat Pack & Friends (23) is an 

overhanging wall on pockets (Friends 

and bolts) added by Andrew Bull and 

Tony Barten, while Pete Mills and Mike 

Peck added Nippy Rock Shop(23) The 

hardie of this wall is John Smoothy's 
One Dollar Investment Plan (26) also by 

Sept /Oct 1991 

The Zawn 
Tomaree Head, an easterly facing 

seacliff (Rhyodacite) about two hours 

north of Sydney has had more single 

and mult-p1tch routes up to 70 metres 

added recently Most routes are rap-in 

access to steep face climbing with 

predominantly natural protection 

Among the new additions are Kl/ 

Kat (20), A Roof. Face & Groove, and 

Sweaty Palms (22), a slightly 

overhanging face, both led by Jim 

Gilbert. George Fieg has led new 

ascents of Buccaneer(24 ), a sustained 

face. and Crystal Ships (25) and 

overhung & dynamic face among others 

,John Wilde has also been busy with 

ascents of Cadbury Snack (21 ). a very 

overhung groove. Hyperspace (24). a 

wall/groove to an overhung face and 

Jamming crack; and Technocrat (25), 

an extremely technical and sustained 

climbers, Ant Prehn and Giles Bradbury 

really got down to work adding a few 

hard and not so hard routes. Ant Prehn 

was in the lead for Stone Roses (26) an 

outstanding forty metre orange/grey 

sandstone buttress with a move involving 

a one finger chin-up up an overhung 

wall (and that isn't the crux I) Prehn's 

Cowboy Junkies (26) with spectacular 

oosItIons out over a roof through 

extremely overhung territory has 

become an instant classic with half a 

dozen repeats already Prehn also led 

Ce1//ng Your Fate (24), Betty Blue (24) 

and A Very Nice Sausage (26) to pick 

out some of the best Giles Bradbury 

led Still Life With Chalk Bag(26). a steep 

arete, Lost Weekens. (26) a polished 

and extremely overhung route through 

a roof to exit through a hole; and A Very 
Nice Waif (25)"on.the short wall berieath 

the lookout To tl1e r1gl1t of this route 

To reiterate our prevailing 

ethics: We do not place 

bolts where natural gear 

exists. 

Visitors , don 't come here 

and shit in our nest. 

Yours faithfully, 

Keith Lockwood 

Natimuk 
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Froggatt Suffers Further 
Vandalism 

AUSTRALIA (cont.) 

CORRECTION 
VICTORIA 
Please note that the Victo
ria news as published in 
Mountain140 was co-au
thored by Louise Shep
herd and Simon Mentz. 
[Sorry Simon!- Ed.] The 
authors also wish to cor
rect the following inaccu
racies which appeared in 
the last issue. 
1. There is one wall in the 
Victoria Range which has 
12 bolts on it in fairly close 
proximity and not "10m 
high crags plastered in 
bolts" as reported. 

DERBYSHIRE 
As we go to press, news comes in of another 
case of sad vandalism on the Great Slab of 
Froggatt. Visitors to the crag on the morning 
of Tuesday 27 August were confronted with 
a 5ft high by 20ft long "mural" in white paint 
along the base of the cliff below Joe's Mantel 
stretching from the start of Downhill Racer 
to Great Slab. On the Great Slab itself, next to 
the crux of Hairless Hear/was a large circular 
device bearing the words "Mind Body and 
Soul" also in white paint. Both graffiti were 
clearly visible from the other side of the 
valley. Work has begun to remove this 
blemish and hopefully the damage will be 
limited. 
There is a rather bizarre twist to this story 
however. Late the previous night, a group of 
climbers, including Glynn Padgett and Jason 
Myers, returning from the Moon public house 
encountered a tall, bearded man at the 
Froggatt gate. What made this sighting 
unusual was the fact that the walker was 
stark naked apart from a pair of walking 
boots and a 40 litre sac. 
A coincidence perhaps. 
Bernard Newman 

Andrew Bull and Tony Barten added a 

22 arete route. Prehn added the classic 

Orea (18) up a fine arete followed by all 

and sundry, this route has seen many 
repeats. Trudy Bretheren brushed and 

led the 18 wall io the right as well as 

others including a 21 bridging/layback 

thin corner. Rod Young and Ant Prehn 

(alternate) with Mike "Crushed" Law
Smith added two easier angled wall 

routes to the black wall past Orea, these 

are Tin Machine (21) and Up the Alley 
(21) 

The area of Lost Weekend has since 

become known as the Grease Cave. 

There are many 'projects' being worked 

on now out of this huge cave. Two very 
recent additions are Sex Kitten (27) led 

by Graham Fairburn and Slipit In (29) 

led by Steve Bullen. Back at Stone 
Roses, Bullen added a route starting 

out of SR and heading up the arete on 

Gritstone 
Somewhat belated is the news of two 
important routes. In the Chew Valley is Dave 
Pegg's serious and excellent The Possessed 
(E7 6b) up the crack and scoop on the 
Sacrilege Wall, climbed on his second visit 
after an urgent rescue first time around. At 
Ramshaw Rocks, Simon Nadin grabbed 
another plum with Rollercoaster (E6 6c) up 
the prow left of Imposition. 
Also on Ramshaw Rocks Seb Grieve and 
Ivan Holroyd climbed the wall and arete right 
of Alcatraz - Wanker (ES 6a) - named in 
honour of the guy who nicked the friend out 
of the belay whilst they were top-roping the 
route' On the 4th Cloud, Tom Norris , Geoff 
Hornby and Suzi Sammut climbed The Boston 
Strangler (E2 5b) a left hand finish to 
Stranglehold. On Ousal Crag in the Churnet 
Valley, Paul Jenkinson soloed Joint Effort 
(E3 5c), the overhanging rib 5 metres right of 
V Diff Chimney and Billy Bunter (E3 5c), the 
wal I 2 metres to the left. 
Meanwhile , on Burbage South, Sean Myles 
climbed the Cioch Block to finish up 0ffspnng, 
creating the most significant gritstone climb 
in these parts for a long while. The route 

Nice Wall Steve Bullen added Very 
Meaty(26) 

The most popular section of cliff 

would be The Pocketed Wall, a steep to 

over-hanging, polished sandstone wall 
reminiscent of limestone. On this section 

most of the routes are 10 to 12 metres 

finishing at the ceiling with fixed 

placements There ,s a high 

concentration of bolt' protected routes 

in the grade 20 to 26 bracket. From the 

le/tare MeatyMezmo(21) and Hide The 
Salami (24) both added by Graham 

Fairburn; Beef Curtains (25). Butts of 
Beef (25), Chuck Steak (26), and A 
Piece Of Bull (24) all added by Steve 

Bullen, and three unnamed routes 24, 

20 and 21) added by Graeme and 

Veronique Hill. To the far right at the 

arete Ant Prehn (led both pitches) towed 

Rod Young up and out \he outrageous 

10 metre long ceiling on large holds to 

2. The bolts which "have 
had an alarming propen
sity to part company with 
(the rock)" were not in the 
Victoria Range at all , but 
in another part of the 
Grampians. The authors 
know of two bolts which 
pulled out; luckily neither 
resulted in serious injury! 

the right and up to a chain, to give hard moves at the lip to a cave belay, 
ConcretePetunias(28). Under Cowboy .. followed by a superb 23 second pitch 

10 

Junkies on a short, polished wall Paul ·· 

"The Punk" Westwood added a couple 

of pumpy grade 24's including 
Hyperactive Child Back near A Very 

This is the only route in this area so far 

that has overcome the roof section and 
reached the top of the cliff. 

BRITISH ISLES 

Captain Invincible (ES+ 6c) is the nearest 
thing to a gritstone 'sports climb' being long, 
extremely sustained and protected mainly 
by fixed pegs As such, it should draw a few 
hopeful suitors. It hasasomewhatchequered 
history. Following in main an old aid climb , 
the peg scars of which were filled with mortar 
some years ago by Paul Mitchell to thwart a 
mystery man who was apparently 
continuously pegging it to make it free
climbable. John Allen later chipped out most 
of the mortar, also to make it free-climbable, 
and placed some pegs but was unable to 
complete the route. Others also dabbled 
with the line before Myles' impressive ascent. 
Elsewhere, in the obscure Bamford Quarry, 
Stuart Bolton, Seb Grieve and Derek Touallen 
climbed The Big Excellent Adventure (E5 6b) 
which climbs the obvious arete. At Curbar, 
Andy Barker and Martin Veale climbed King 
'O' Crookrise (E3 6a) the arete 4 m left of the 
start of Cioch left hand. The same team also 
climbed Well Now it is (E2) a direct finish to 
Ce Ne Fait Rien at Wharncliffe. 
At Stanage, Barker with Paul Mitchell added 
an E5 6c to the wall and capping block 100 m 
right of Valediction Neil Travers climbed the 

- AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 
It's been pretty quiet here recently , 

with many of the most active climbers 

heading for NSW to places like 

Bungonia, Point Perpendicular and 
Thompson's Point. 

On the granite at Booroomba Rocks, 
Simon Carter added Static Cling (25) 

with four protection bolts, starting to the 

right of Earthbound Misfit. Carter also 

added Black Satin Lingerie (26) up a 

sustained wall to the right of Blue Wind 
with another four bolts at White Horse 

Rocks. 

. River crags have been popular, at 

Red Rocks, Tony Barten and Andrew 
Bull added In the Red Zone (24) while 

Mike Peck& Simon Carter did Wide World 
Of Sports (23) Nine routes have been 

added at a new crag that some rave 

about and some think is of questionable 

worth up the river from the sewer works, 

and thus called Sewer Wall. Routes 
inc lude Gutter Crimes (22), Lure Of The 
Sewer (23) and Mission Brown (24) 

Rod Young 
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BRITISH ISLES 

Editorial Comment 
To Publish or Not to Publish 

Some weeks ago the Great Slab 

at Froggatt was vandalised 

when someone chipped large 

positive holds up the line of 

John Allen's classic route Hair

less Heart. The holds were sub

sequently filled in. When I 

heard this news I was as hurt 

and indignant as anyone but 

decided notto publish the story 

in Mountain. I did not want to 

publicise such mindless van

dalism and reward such a per

vert in print. I phoned around 

my brother (and sister) editors 

in the domestic magazines for 

solidarity. 

Above and Below: Restoration work at Froggatt, Hopefully the designs are not now etched in the rock' Photos: Peter Brooks. 

They all made sympathetic 

noises but in the end competi

tive paranoia prevailed and 

they all ran the story. So now 

we know that if you want a 

knee jerk reaction story to ap

pear in the mags, just go out 

and chip a gritstone classic. 

obvious short steep wall left of A Problem of 
Coagulation to give Back in the YMCA (E4 
6c). Martin Veale climbed the right arete of 
Physician's Wall, Which Doctor(ES 6a) and 
John Allen climbed the scoop right of Weather 
Report Nords with Altitude (E4 6c), The Old 
Nag's Head (E4 6a) up the left arete of 
Leaning Buttress Directwas climbed by Steve 
Bancroft. Big Screams (E1 Sc) is the slab 
right of Small Dreams by Chris Craggs who 
also climbed Memory Loss (HVS Sb) to the 
right of Namenlos, Keep Pedalling (E2 Sc) 
the blunt arete left of Pedlar 's Slab and 
Squally Showers (VS 4c) a groove 10 m up 
and right of Hercules. The slab to the right is 
The Edale Trip (E3 6a) by C Brinks who also 
climbed Shelf Life (E3 Sc) up the wall right 
of Hercules Crack The arete to the left is 
Gripe Fruit Juice (HVS Sa) by J Rubery 
Finally, Paul Mitchell climbed Chickenhead 
(E3 Sc), the obvious roof 100 ft left of Excel 
at Derwent Edge and Stall (E4/S 6b) , the 
direct start to Big Wall at Shining Clough 

Limestone 
At Water Cum Jolly, Simon Cundy climbed 
Werrons & Shaky(E3 Sc) up the wall right of 
Burning Time and Love is the Drug (E4 6b), 
the wall left of Still Small Voice. At Stoney 
Middleton, Nigel Slater climbed the wall 
between Bubbles and Flake & Pillar, naming 
it Squeek (E5 6a). 
At Cheedale on Two Tier, Titter Ye Not (E6 
6c) climbs the impressive roofs right of 
Systems Malfunction by lucian Cottle and 
Reward (ES 6b) climbs the wall right of Tier 
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Drop Explodes by Simon Cundy, who also 
climbed Doggy Style (E4 6b) between 
Changeling and Doggone Groove at Chee 
Tor. At Riverside Buttress. Chris Wright 
climbed Maxwell House (ES 6b), the wall 
right of Wax Museum. In T1deswell Dale, 
Male Taylor climbed the overhanging crack 
on the buttress closest to the vi llage: All My 
Pegs in One Basket (El 6c). 
Gary Gibson has been busy again, this time 
developing Raven 's Foot Buttress in Millers 
Dale Chuck The Duck (ES 6c) climbs the 
centre of the face right of White in the Face. 
Where I Live (E4 6b) is the wall to the left of 
the latter, whilst Fade To Grey (ES+ 6b) is a 
direct finish to White in the Face and the line 
to the right is Count Duckula (E6 6b). Stony 
Ground (E4 6b) is the wall left of Power To 
Heal. and the small black wal l to the left of the 
crag is Silk Coult (E3 6b). Kuwait and See 
(ES 6b) is the wall left of Sex Crazed Gorilla 
and No Short Coutts (E4 6c) the line left 
again. 
Gibson also hit Cowdale - Craig Y Biceps to 
produce another string of routes. You Know 
UFO's (ES 6b) climbs through the roof above 
the start of Mesmerised. A Wild Man from 
Way Back When (E4 6b) takes a line left of 
Main Motor Mile and The Philandering Sons 
of Magic Women (E4 6a) is the bulge and 
crack further left. Otto Di Catania (ES 6b) is 
right of Much Monkey Magic and J L NOE 
( ES 6b) to the left of It; Midge Bite Massacre 
(E1 Sb) climbs the crack to the left, led by N 
Barker with Gibson. Finally here, Gibson 
climbed Blazed But Amazed (E6 6b) up the 

wall 6 metres left of Meandering Peacemea/. 
Finally in the quarries around Wirksworth , 
Geoff Hornby and Suzi Sammut gleaned 
more new routes. At Colehill Quarry, Blue 
Sky Mining (E3/4 Sc) is the arete above the 
road as the quarry is entered. Crocodile 
Tears (E2 Sc) is the arete right of Crinoid 
Cruise and Alligator Smiles(E1 Sc) the corner 
left of the Convert. At Lime Kiln Quarry, 
Snooze and You Lose(E4 6a) is the ramp and 
wall left of Amethyst Wall The same team 

also added The French C~nnection (E2 Sb) 
to Strawberry Rocks, a line to the left of 
Diffraction 
John Allen 

As to this latest outrage per

haps a precedent was set on 

Cloggy by the painting of a 

picture on Great Wall and the 

subsequent publicity which 

accrued. 

I approached a group of 

climbers at Froggatt for their 

views on this piece of "art", 

they described it as pathetic 

and disgusting . As to the 

inscription on the slab: 'This 

guy has no mind," they said . 

Or "soul" for that matter , 

thought I. If his identity is 

discovered by the climbing 

world he probably won't have 

any "body" either! 

Bernard Newman 
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Above: The redoubtable Chris 
Hamper attempting the second 
ascent of Powers That Be (E6 
6c) at Dinas Rock, South East 
Wales. Photo: Andy Freem. 
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South Wales Still 
Britain's Most Prolific 
New Route Area 
SOUTH EAST WALES 
Here we are again , more news from that 

most secluded corner of Wales - not to 
stay that way for long however. I have 

it from the most impeccable of sources 

that two literary masterpieces are abour 

to burst onto the unsuspecting climbing 
popu lace. Contain yourselves - the 
S.E. Wales and.Pembroke guides if not 

exactly ro lling off the presses are at 

least in the hands of the printers. 

Tails Well West, despite its 

uninspiring write-up has-proved to be a 

popular venue for Sports Climbers with 

several excellent new additions and 

repeats of previous routes. Another 
welcome development has been the 

appearance of properly equipped lower 

offs courtesy of Gary Gibson. Gibson 
accompanied by Thomas added The 

Quartz Bicycle and then straightened 

out Sharp's Stay Hungry (E5 6a) with 

You Never Can Tell (E4 6a). On the 

same back wall , at its extreme right 

edge, Digitorum Brevis (E5 6c) cranks 

via a searing one finger pocket sequence 

straight up the wall. Left of Scream for 

Cream (E4 6b) Gary's Ice Scream 

Sunday (E5 6b) provided amusement 

and an early repeat by Taj and Eugene 
Jones, two of the few local climbers 

showing an interest in the newer routes. 

They then repeated another recent G.G. 

route , Security Plus (E5 6a). The 

prominent diagonal crack gave excellent 

climbing at a reasonable E3 6a, Taffy 

Duck (Gibson led and seconded). 
Still at Tatis Well but "across the 

valley and into the sun", a new pitch, 

directly above the belay of Daggers, 

provided yet another friable frightener, 

New Day Today (E5 6a) (Gibson, 

Thomas). 

Gary's restless energy took him to 

Dinas Rock and Hawaiian Chance (E5 
6c) - an excellent route with varied 

climbing up the roofs and blind arete left 

of Spain. To the right Or. Van Steiner 

(E5 6a) gave a scary outing with some 

blind fingery climbing. More 

recommendable is Let's Tango in Paris 

(E4 6b) taking the rock left of Brazilian 

Blend. Gary also continued putting "our 

house in order" by improving the lower 

offs on several routes including Harlem. 

A talented exile to S.E. Wales, Chris 

Hamper, attempted repeats of some of 
the previously reported Crocker routes 

but was repulsed by the winter sheen of 

lichen. Hopefully the forthcoming guide 

will stimulate some interest and these 
and the· other excellent routes at Dinas 

will come into better conditions with 
more repeats. 

Ogmore still continues to provide 

the odd gem. The previously reported 

Crocker route taking a direct line through 

the roofs right of the start of Littlejohn's 

Spellbinder has now received a name: 

Worn Out Superman (E6 6b). Only the 

author of the route knows if this alludes 
to himself or the former Laird of Ogmore. 

Crocker quickly dispensed with a repeat 
of the Thomas route Quickdraw(E4 6a) 

and moved on to meatier fare, Brothers 

in Arms (E5 6b). The two fixed pieces of 

iron oxide are in the Bristol Channel and 

have been replaced witl1 a stainless 

steel peg. The grade is now E6 6b and 
the lower small wires, although hard

won, are good. Martin then solved one 

of the last great problems, the prow 
between Nyth and Pluto giving 

Disneyworld at an entertaining E5 6c. 
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Well you thought it was all over, 

didn 't you? There couldn't possibly be 

any more poxy sandstone quarries left 
in S.E. Wales? Well if there are I know 

about them and shan't tell , so there! 

However here are some new routes on 

previously developed quarries. 

Llanbradach , what a place! Wales' 

answer to Roraima without the 

poisonous spiders. Acres of soaring 

walls and slabs perched above 

impenetrable swamp. Most routes fully 

appointed with en suite protection. Who 

could miss out on an opportunity like 
this , free child places still available, 

book now to avoid disappointment. (By 

the way I'm not ABTA affiliated). 

Crocker, Thomas and his four legged 
share of the equity Patch began their 

explorations of the upper tier over 

Christmas. After several drenchings 

classic sandstone routes were prepared 

which were later climbed in less than 

perfect conditions , when dry these are 

superb lines which can be caught in the 
very early morning sun. The roll call 

from left to right goes as follows. 

OnceBitten(E15c)(3BRs)Thomas, 

Crocker, which climbs the short wall to 
a tree lower off. Hollow Feeling (E2 

5c)(2BR 1 PR). Learoyd, Thomas and 

Practice What You Preach (E3 5b) 

Crocker, Thomas, which both share a 

common lower off and start from a patch 

of jungle gained with the aid of a length 
of knotted black flex (ooh , saucy , I can 't 

be punished enough). You Change Me 

(E4 6a). Crocker, takes the broad slab 

and arete to the right. Spaced protection 

and some weak rock lend an air of 

seriousness; taking a set of wires will 
aid survival. 

To the right of this is.an impending 
90 foot tower which is one of the most 

impressive sandstone features of the 

locality. The bald left hand wall is taken 

by T arch the Earth ( ES+ 6b) which shou Id 

provide much flight time. The arete and 

roof to the right are taken by Dirty as a 

Dog (E2 Sc) , Roy Thomas, Graham 

Royle, Mick Learoyd- an excellent route 

which should prove popular with mere 
mortals who still like to weigh themselves 

down with a rack of gear. The leaning 

righthand orange coloured wall of the 

tower provides a sandstone neo-classic. 

A dramatic lead of escalating difficulty 

(in case you haven 't noticed the change 

in style, I'll translate - a brilliant route 

hard all the way up with a desperate 
finishing move), it's called Desert Storm, 

rates three stars, is ES+ 6a and is a 

Crocker, Thomas production and if 
people can get off their arses and 
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manage to walk "up the hill and into the 
trees" it should be one of the most 

popular sports climbs of the area. To 

the right of the next grotty corner is a 

clean face. Twenty Second Chance (E4 

6c) takes the left arete with a boulder 
problem start whilst just to the right is 

the Sixty Second Go-See (E4 6b) which 

joins the previous line of Roaring Forties. 

50 feet right of this wall is a damp corner 

bounded by the arete of Blinded by 

Love (E4 5c) , Thomas, Royle, Learoyd 

which provides sustained climbing in its 

lower section with a run out finish. The 

blunt green arete down and right gives 

a short but hard problem on excellent 

sandstone: Aptitude Test(E3 6a)(2BR) 

Martin Crocker. Most routes have lower
offs, please don't steal the karabiners. 

Ystrad (Ton Pentre) in the Rhondda 

has the distinction of being one of the 

few sunbaked sandstone venues. One 

of the last great problems here was 

cleared up by Mick Learoyd and Roy 

Thomas. The line on the right side of 
the wall based on an aspiration of Gary 

Lewis was finally led by Mick Learoyd at 

E4 6a (4 PR). 

The sunlit bays of Mountain Ash 

were revisited by Andy Sharp and Pete 
Lewis who added six new pitches in the 

sport climbing genre left of Certain 

Peace. The brown wall rising from the 

devastated bramble patch gave A Clip 

Round the Year (ES 6b); to the right 

were Sunday Sport(E4l5 6a) and Sport 

For All (ES 6c). Pete got Slap Happy 

(E2 6a) and another pitch at E3 SC 

before Andy stole the limelight with his 
Abdominal Show Man (E6 6b/c). The 

boys then graced the slab taken by 

Narcissi with Saviour's Gate (E4 6a). 

Moving back to the best of their 

earlier developed areas, Cwm Amman, 

and on the wall which must surely be the 

flagship of SE Wales Sandstone, two 

new pitches were added. Two For 

Tuesday (E4 6a) climbs the crack right 

of Mother Of Pearl whilst The World is 

My Lobster (E4 6a) takes the arete left 

of Propaganda. Will tnese boys ever 

stop? It is rumoured that this evergreen 

duo are having to travel to far away 

places such as Yorkshire, Colorado and 

even the Wye Valley to get their rock 
fixes. 

There are several new faces on the 
sandstone scene. Andy Long has 

caught the sandstone bug and has 

repeated many of the harder lines adding 

deluxe lower-offs to replace the quaint 

efforts of the first ascentionists. Rumour 
has it that his efforts might culminate in 

a topo guide to the sandstone. Good 

BRITISH ISLES 

luck to him. I'll buy one unless he gives 

me one for free in exchange for the 

hype. Anyway, if you go down to the 
woods today , Cwm Dimbath in 

particular, you'll find dangly chains and 

things (oooh yes) above Coming On 

Strong (ES 6b), Where The Power Lies 

(E66c)and The Knowledge (E46b). At 

The Gap Paul Donnithorne added a 

pitch at E3 6a to the left wall of the lower 

quarry and in company with wandering 

Bristolians (Viggars and Co) has visited 

and repeated routes' on many of the 
sandstone crags. 

Roy Thomas 

Top: Andy Sharp repeating his 
route Rab (ES 6a), the girdle of 
CwmAmman. 
Above: Andy Sharp on Encore 
Manifique (E6 6b) at The Gap. 
This is one of the most sustained 
pitches on South Wales 
sandstone. Photos: Pete Lewis. 
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Above: The impressive Cave 
Route Wall of Gordale Scar 
which is continuously overhang
ing for 150ft. Mark Leach is 
seen here attempting Supercool 
in 1985. 
Photo: Bernard Newman. 

The recent dry weather has al
lowed a spate of activity here 
with several high grade new 
routes established and good 
style ascents of existing 
"Superdesperates ", including a 
flash ascent of Oefcon 3 by Ben 
Moon. 
The committing and serious 
nature of the climbing on this 
crag is special but would be 
degraded by indiscriminate bolt
ing of existing routes. There is 
na doubt that ancient aid rem
nants need to be replaced but 
this should be done with care 
using natural protection where 
possible. 

Right: Gordale Scar. The sunlit 
wall on the left of the main gorge 
is Face Route. 
Photo: Bernard Newman 
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YORKSHIRE 
The relative lack of activity in Yorkshire 

of late meant that until recently the York

shire notes were in danger of becoming 

an annual event. 
The more recent frantic activity has 

been complemented by some bizarre 
goings on. An amalgam of these activi

ties would consist of somebody retro

bolting a VS greasing all the natural 

holds with vaseline and then someone 

else doing the first ascent without per

mission and using bolt-on holds. 
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Mick Ryan and Mark 
Radtke Pioneer Gordale 
Revival 

The main activity of the summer has 

been at Gordale. Mark Radtke, Mick 

Ryan and Jon Holmes have been re

sponsible for creating a number of good 

climbs on sometimes less than perfect 

rock, but with mostly perfect bolted pro

tection. Perhaps the major climb is 
Radtke and Jerry Peel's Revival (F?b+ ), 

a two pitch climb with 14 bolt runners in 

between Masochism Tango and Com
edy of Errors. In contrast Solstice (E6 

6a) (Radtke) is the atmospheric wall in 

between the starts of Soft Machine and 

Climacteric which has 11 peg runners. 
At a lower grade I'm Forever Threaten

ing (E3 Sc) (Holmes) is the wall left of 

Nothing to Declare, again with bolt pro

tection. Radtke also added a major new 

line, to the wall between FaceRouteand 

Mossdale Trip, at ES 6a on peg and nut 
protection. 

In contrast to some of these more 

disposable routes, the small buttress on 

the very left at the top of the gorge has 
provided a number of good cl imbs on 

solid rock for Ryan and Holmes. Hood

lum Priest (F?b) (Ryan) is the left-most 

line to which Tony Burnell added an 

F?b to on the rib to the right. Ryan went 

Naked(F?b+) on the technical arete left 
of Wisecrack and Featuristic (F?b) to 

the right. Totherightagain WhatDoYou 
Want Me To Do With It? (F7a) and Don't 

Matter Just Don't Bite It (F?a+) are the 
work of Ryan and Holmes and have a 

common fin ish. The final route is Ryan's 

Erotic Nightmare (F?b+ ). Ryan also 

made the most of the impressive over

hang at the back of the upper waterfall 

Revel In Your Time F?b+) but getting 

harder as the holds break off. Yet an

other Ryan route is Alien Water Kiss (ES 

6b) two bolts, which takes the impres

sive bulge above the groove of Big 

Splash. This route was subsequently 

repeated on sight without the bol ts by 
Martin Berzins and re graded E6 (after 

an earlier fai lure on the flrst bu lge of Big 

Splash) One of the bolts is barely 3ft 
from a Friend crack. 

Tony Burnell also found two routes 

of E3 standard and a F7b bulge to the 

right called Palming Pavarotti 's Peach 
on a short wall of flint-li ke rock at the top 

and back of the gorge. 

The main activity at Maiham has 

been the checking of routes for the new 
guide. For instance, Tony Mitchell re

peated Bat Route- "Probably one of the 

best routes at Mal ham" and also climbed 

the headwall between Zoolook and 

Baboo Baboo to give GBH (F8b) The 

other guide writer, Paul Clarke found a 

rare new route on the right wing, over 
the bulge left of Kirby Wall at E4 6c. 

Douggie Hall was also active in climb

ing a direct on Tarzan - Greystoke (ES 

6b) and in repeating Amber Nectar. A 

pair of unreported routes from last year 
are epoxy specials to the right of Main 

Overhang. Al Murray was responsible 

for Toadal Recall (F?c+) while Andy 

Moss found Toad of Beck Hall (F?b+ ). 
To the right again Nigel Pedley created 

Toad Licker (F?c). On the lower tier 

Ryan climbed Burning Rubber Neck

lace (E3 6a) to the right of Red Point No 

Point. 
The central bulges have outstand

ing projects for Ben Moon and Tony 

Mitchell which will both lead to excep

tionally hard climbs. 

The Hollywood Bowl at Giggles
wick has been the scene of a number of 

interesting developments. Last year, 

the mighty Glen Sutcliffe pinched the 

slender pinch pillar right of Superbowl 

not only from bottom to top but also from 

Dave Pegg who had bol ted the line. 
Kleptomania (F8a) has seen a number 

of ascents including a flash by Ben 

Moon. Tony Burnell provided a warm 

up route here with Seconds Choice 

(F?a) to the right of existing routes. 

Further right still is Gill Lovick's Taking 

The Mickey (E 1 Sb), a bolted line which 

takes at least some of the rock of a 

previously unbolted VS. As if this was 

not enough, Mick Ryan decided that his 

own route, One HandSlapping, needed 
a direct finish. In true 'sporting' style, the 

finish now has bolt-on holds but no 

ascent. This is, of course, a major step 

forward. 

Now bolt on holds and bolt runners 
make it possible for not only the protec

tion, but the techn ical diff iculty also to 

be reduced to the level of the person 
who wants to 'do' the route. Bravo l 
Sport for alll 
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Kilnsey Crag saw the long-awaited 

second ascent of Mandela (the Direc
tissima roof) by Tony Mitchell. There 

have also been some new additions. 

OBITUARY 

AndyMossclimbedalinethroughOihe- G·1ancarlo Grassi· 
drat Wall at F7c and Chris Sowden the 

wall right of Birdmen (F7c). Mick Ryan 

bolted a direct start to / Ain't No Spon
sored Hero but before he could make a 

red point ascent Steve Rhodes did, 

under the mistaken impression that Mick 

wouldn't mind, creating something of a 

Tragedy (F7c). A similar situation arose 

on a line Dave Pegg was attempting on 
the right side of the crag. J-B Tribout 

had been subsequently working the 
route and had almost red pointed it 

when Pegg arrived. After some discus

sion, Tri bout refused to back off making 

the first ascent. Pegg removed his bolt 

hangers and, as Tribout threatened to 

replace them, smeared the top few holds 
wi th Vaseline so that Tri bout would have 

to re-clean the climb to make the first 

ascent. The route remains unclimbed, 

and neither Pegg nor Tribout comes out 
of the affair with honour. 

While Tribou! should perhaps have 

respected Peg g's attempts, it is also the 

case that the term 'project' has grown to 

mean (though not in this case), "a route 

I've bolted up and will probably only be 
able to do in two years time." The 

farcical situation has been reached of 

people who are able to do the first 

ascent jumping off just below the lower 

off point so that the person who bolted 
the route can eventually claim the first 

ascent I Perhaps the truth is that no one 

owns a piece of rock and what is not 

owned cannot be stolen. No doubt all 

this controversy will be documented in 

the new Limestone Guide being edited 

by Dave Musgrove. 
FirstAscentionists are asked to send 

information (the older the better) to Dave 

at 19a The Crescent, Leeds, LS16 6AA 

A few last great problems have also 

fallen on gritstone. In particular, the 

hitherto unclimbed but oft-tried arete 

right of Shock Horror at llkley was 

climbed by Sean Myles. Rodney Mullin 
(E7 6c) has a hand-placed-bluetack
held peg for protection. Mr Mullin is 

apparently a skateboard 'star' and in no 

way connected with The Rocky Horror 
Show which is a shame. 

Eavestone Crag has been the scene 

of much exploration by Dave Musgrove, 

Tony Barley, Steve Webster and friends. 

Bob Smith, however, was responsible 

for the piece de resistance when he 
decided that Life Begins at Forty (E6 

6c) by climbing the impressive and se

rious wall right of Genesis. 
A final route of note is an ascent of 

the big wall in the esoteric Chevin Quarry. 
Cool For Cats (E5 6b) is the work of 

Darren Hawkins and Carol Mossop. 

Martin Berzins 
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On 1st April this year one of the great figure 
heads of Italian climbing was killed on 
Monte Bove. Giancarlo Grassi left behind 
him an unsurpassed legacy of exploration, 
ranging from the boulders of Valle di Susa 
to the phantom couloirs of Patagonia; from 
Piedmontese waterfalls to Everest in winter. 
With him there also departed one ollhe last 
exponents of the Nuovo Mattino. 
The lever which burned within him was that 
of a discoverer, not a collector, and at the 
end of the day ii did not matter very much ii 
he explored a crack line in the Vallone di 
Sea or a frozen spring set high amid the 
pillars of Mont Blanc . I believe his 
fascination with frozen waterla lls - to which 
he committed himself clearly and 
unambiguously following his meeting with 
Gianni Comino - was fuelled by the ever
changing nature of the element itself , 
transient yet inexhaustible . 
The people who did the sums were 
nonplussed at Giancarlo 's level of activity. 
A normal observer might well have thought 
ii inconceivab_le, indeed outrageous, that a 
man could climb for 300 days a year, many 
of them on unexplored terrain. 
Despite his prolific output Grassi showed 
great reluctance to quote figures (or even 
approximate ones) which placed him apart 
from current mountaineering practice -
perhaps, as often happens with an image
bearer, he was not in tune with the lime in 
which he lived . 
His career spanned every development in 
Italian mountaineer ing from the '60s 
onwards . His initiation into the 
mountaineering fraternity took place against 
the background ollhe Nuovo Mattina. From 
a very early age he suffered the cultural 
isolation reserved for people who are of a 
more humble background than their rich , 
revolutionary friends . He teamed up in 
particular with a leading member of the 
Circo Volante, Dan ilo Galante, with whom 
he shared the same 'climbing lever' . 
Tragically , with Danilo , he also lost his first 
climbing companion . Yet paradoxica lly 
those ea rly passionate yea rs allowed him 
to emerge as a person and to find his own 
way ahead , overcoming health problems 
among other things . They provided him 
with strength to give up the soul-destroying 
working environment ollhe factory in favour 
of pilling himself lull time against the high 
mountains of the world . 
The decision to go professional happened 
to coincide with his meeting with Gianni 
Comino . I believe the Grassi -Comino 
partnership was one of the most successful 
and homogeneous in Ita lian mountaineering 
history. Camino provided the tactics and 

Grassi the enthusiasm , and together they 
rewrote the whole history of ice climbing in 
the Western Alps . From the point of view of 
sheer quality, probably the great routes 
which the pair put up in the Mont Blanc 
range around the end of the '70s will go 
down as Giancarlo 's most impressive 
achievements. My personal shortlist would 
include the hanging seracs of the Aiguille 
Verte , Col Maudil and the Pear, as well as 
the amazing Hypercou/oir of the Grand es 
Jorasses, to which he was to return almost 
ten years later to put up the Phantom Direct 
on the South Face. 
Giancarlo travelled extensively (California , 
Canada , the Himalaya , the Andes and 
Patagonia) , but he also possessed the 
knack of rediscovering familiar places with 
a new perspective from the transient ice 
problems on his doorstep outside Turin to 
the traumas of Ben Nevis or the hanging 
stalactites of Valle di Susa . 
I'm not sure to what degree he has been 
emulated. Certainly he had his devotees , 
while others were jealous of him; but few 
people interpreted his discoveries as those 
of the leader of a movement. Rather than 
try lo follow his rationale and understand 
his single-minded but often bizarre 
decisions, many preferred to concentrate 
on his naivety, his idiosyncrasies. I believe 
Giancarlo was a difficult person to attach a 
label to because he did not lit logically into 
the lime in which he lived , when everything 
had lo be measured and justified. He was 
an inadequate witness to his own deeds, 
with a lace which was too gentle and caring 
to be a hero shaped by the rigorous 
performance targets of the '80s. 
Enrico Camanni Photo courtesy of Alp magazine. 
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As the more astute 
observers amongst you may 
have noticed, this issue of 
Mountain looks slightly 
different. The launching of 
this jaunty, devil-may-care 
look happens to coincide 
with the recruitment of one 
Ed Douglas to the People 
column. Now Ed was the 
young chap who launched 
the British domestic rock 
climbing magazine On The 
Edge - initially a lean 
publication aimed at a 
specific group of extreme 
climbers which has now 
become quite a glossy 
number. Since leaving that 
magazine Ed Douglas has 
become a successful 
freelance writer and 
journalist. Anyway, 
Mountain decided to 
celebrate this dual event by 
asking Ed and Audrey to 
interview each other for the 
first new look People 
column. Apparently as 
dissimilar characters in the 
climbing world as possible 
at first glance, Ed and 
Audrey soon found they 
have a lot in common . .. 

Audrey Salkeld 
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Ed Douglas: How many years have 
you been editing "People"? 

Audrey Salkeld:(Giggles nervously) A 
lot. (That 's clearly not good enough, 

she 's going to have to come cleaner.) 
Something like seventeen. Ken Wilson , 

Mountain 's then editor, was after a 

snappy Newsweek-mix of picture and 

anecdote. Write about climbers , he 

said. Get in things you won't find in the 

news or feature pages. Life when not 

climbing. But keep it pithy! I still think 

that's what we should be aiming at, but 
do get carried away when I'm interested 

and write far more than I mean to. 

Well, things appear in 'People' that 
you don't see anywhere else. They 
can give a slant that hasn't occurred 
to you before. And you've always 
included women's climbing as a 
matter of course - without a sense of 
tokenism. In that, you've been ahead 
of the field. 

You can never get it right for everyone. 

I've often been in trouble for the way I've 

reported women 's stories. 

What was Ken like to work for when 
he was younger? I mean, he has the 
reputation these days - among 
younger climbers at least- of making 
a lot of noise without always knowing 
what he's talking about. 

He may be a bit crustier than he was , 

but he's always been a provoker. Behind 

that torrent of words, it's easy to overlook 

his gift for stimulating you to sharpen up 
your ideas. Whetheryou'reforor against 

what he says , he makes you produce 

more than you intended. In the beginning 

I used to worry about becoming a hired 

mouth. And to an extent he would harry 

and hector until he got something 

approaching what he had in mind - but 

of course nobody, not even Ken , can 

make you say something with which 
you fundamentally disagree. He just 

forces you to come to terms with the 

implications of utterances you do make. 

He seems to have quite fixed ideas. 
Can he be won round? 

Not in argument, perhaps, because he 

enjoys confrontation and will subtly 

change ground to maintain maximum 
collision. But often one is surprised how 

he suddenly throws something back 

that someone else has already said. 

And he does have a band of trusted 

advisers, who he bounces arguments 

against, built up from his Mountain days. 

He remains very loyal to all those who 

served him then. Perhaps, in a way, 

he's never got over losing his organ. As 
Editor, he was forced to be , and relished , 

the airy situation of being at the forefront 

of topicality. 

But let's talk about you. You seem to 

have blossomed since leaving On the 
Edge. Yours is the name on everyone's 

lips as today 's incisive commentator 

and challenger. 

Nice of you to say so. Certainly I feel 
a lot freer without the commercial 
pressures that go with maintaining a 
magazine. I've always preferred 
writing to editing, but with a magazine 
you don't even spend much time 
editing - most of your days are filled 
trying to sell enough advertising to 
stay afloat. I enjoy being a maverick 
on the outside, looking in -even if it is 
a tonely life. You get very little 

Ed Douglas. Photo: Bernard Newman 

feedback. 

I suppose I know the answer because I 

did it myself, but what made you start a 
magazine in the first place? 

I think it's important to question 
tradition, to reflect with an ironic eye. 
The young must always do that. And 
arrogance really. I was only nineteen, 
although I'd been climbing for six 
years by then. I remember Dennis 
Gray saying, "Others have tried and 
failed - how the hell do you think you 
can do it?" Later he had to say, 
"What, you still here?" But I'm glad 
to have moved on now. I enjoy doing 
something different, love that feeling 
of not being quite in control. Writing 
matters almost more to me than 
climbing. I write about other subjects 
too, but I couldn't give up climbing. 
Sometimes I think life would be more 
straightforward if I did, but I honestly 
believe climbing makes people better 
- it's a positive force. And such a rich 
vein, for inspiration. 

Is it the process of writing you like , or 
following up on a story? 

Oh, the writing. I'm not a pure 
journalist. I pluck subjects almost 
whole from the ether, write quickly 
and do very little revision afterwards: 
Content matters less than style. 

And do you have big ideas for changing 
People? 

There are people I'd like to write about 
- some very good climbers you hear 
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New Kid on 
The Block 
little of because they don't need their 
egos stroked all the time, rounded 
characters who cross over from one 
branch of the sport to another, 
maintaining an adventurousness in 
all they do. Specialisation is a 20th 
century malaise, one that needs to be 
fought against. Well, I think so 
anyway! 

What about privacy? How much have 

we the right to investigate and tell? It's 

something that's always bothered me. 

Actors, politicians, "rockstars" even -

they've all issued the invitation: "Write 

about me. Get my name splashed 

around. All publicity is good publicity." 

But have we the same freedom to report 

or speculate about those who go about 

their business without fuss? 

It doesn't give me any trouble. 
Forefront actions have reactions. 
They invite attention, invite criticism. 
It's a modern thing, I suppose, all this 
gossip and attention? 

The magazine scene hasn't always been 

there , certainly, but I dcn't believe that 

meant people didn 't get talked about -

or frowned upon. I suspect characters 

could be more easily blackened then by 

a prejudiced elite - and without any 

hope of redress. Remember how 

anyone who prostituted their climbing 

by making money out of it came in for 

heavy condemnation - Swiss guides 

excepted. 

You're well versedin pre-war climbing 
lore, but do I get the sense that you 
prefer mountaineering to modern 
rock climbing? 

I do keep quiet about rock climbing. 

Really because I can't comment with 

any authority, notthat I'm not interested. 

The scene changes too fast for an 

observer like me to keep up with .. That's 

where I see you making a contribution. 

I enjoy following Himalayan trends -

they 're usually a bit slower. And Ida like 

the literature of climbing, and the films 

and things. 

That was one thing I wanted to ask 
you. Do you think climbers are being 
well served by their publishers? 

Well, I think publishers are looking to a 

wider audience than climbing writers 
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think they are addressing, so the books 

that come out at the end may not be the 

ones their authors originally intended. 

Climbing readership simply isn't wide 

enough to make the sums work out. 

Dedicated publishers- like, for instance, 

Diadem - know their market and remain 

true to it. They make fewer 

compromises, but they have to operate 

on such very tight budgets . Nobody 

makes any money. Perhaps a year or 

two down the line , if the book is still in 

print, authors might find royalties start 

to trickle in. 

A lot of people say the standard of 
climbing writing is diminishing. Do 
you think it is? 

I don't. I think there are fewer people 

who write in the classic manner - but 

you would expect that. Styles have to 

change and creative new ways have to 

be found of making language do the job 

you want. I personally find this very 

exciting - although it offends· the 

traditionalists. As does a generous use 

of expletives. I'm not saying all the rules 

have to be broken - the art lies in not 

breaking them - just that literature has 

to serve the age it springs from. But 

how about your writing? Where is that 

going? Can we expect the great climbing 

novel? 

I don't know about that. (His turn now 

to be coy.) Well , maybe ... 

K2 Film Goes 
For Realism 
K2 or Nol K2? 
Stars were given three weeks' mountaineer

ing training in Canada for their-parts in Franc 

Roddam 's new film , K2. Pat Morrow and 

Barry Blanchard coached them on rock be

fore lunch and at altitude in the afternoons. 

"I had expected to find Climbers all macho

crazies," said Matt Craven , selected to play 

one of the two men whose friendship forms 

the heart of the story, "and was surprised 

how humble and soft-spoken our lot were." 

Matt- by his own admission "a very physical 

person" - took to it all so naturally that when 

it came to the shooting he was allowed to do 

most of his own climbing and "stunts". 

Apart from some village footage around 

Skardu , K2 was shot on location in British 

Columbia where the isolated Mount 

Waddington, Canada's Mystery Mountain , 

served as an uncanny double for the 

Karakoram giant. A hundred movie execu

tives, cameramen and actors - more accus

tomed to Hollywood high life than the eternal 

snows - endured 25 days at 6,000 feet on the 

Tiedemann Glacier, quite cut off from civili

zation and obliged to sJeep four to a tent. 

Nazir Sabir, the celebrated Pakistani climber, 

was engaged as advisor and liaison officer 

for the eight Balt1 porters brought in to 

provide oriental colour, with fifty North Ameri-

Just like the real thing. 
Taylor (Michael Biehn) and 
Harold (Matt Craven), 
characters in the film K2, 
set out for the summit. 
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Michael Biehn in a scene 
from K2. The actors took to 
climbing well and 
performed many of their 
own ''stunts". 
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can Indians to swell out their ranks. 
The film takes its genesis from Patrick Myers' 
acclaimed Broadway production of the same 
name, although the original story now forms 
only the last part of what might be called the 
Third Act. Several producers had earlier 
attempted to transfer the work to the big 
screen , only to see plans founder on the 
horrifying logistics. Roddam - who wrote 
and directed Ouadrophenia and was the in
spiration behind television's Auf Wiedersehen 
Pet, and who specializes these days in films 
about emotional conflict in strange land
scapes - says, "I guess I brought the right 
kind of optimism and application to make ii 
happen. " 
Despite the fact that few, if any, big 35mm 
films had ever been shot entirely in the 
mountains, he was determined there should 

be no studio mock-ups or back projections. 
No optical effects.. Often this meant that 
dialogue or scenes had to be changed at the 
last minute when the weather refused to play 
ball. Snowstorms blew in unbidden, then , 
when you wanted them, nothing but blue 
skies. The special effects people grew adept 
at conjouring up blizzards by the effective if 
messy method of blowing dried mash potato 
flakes through a wind machine. "Snow! It's 
worse than working with children and an i'
mals," they would wail. "Even the simplest 
details - like footprints - give you head
aches." 
One scene required a ladder to collapse into 

a styrofoam-enhanced crevasse , plunging 
several Saltis to their doom, but the most 
impressive and taxing stunt of all called for 
J.J. Makara ("probably the best back high 
faller in the business") to plummet 90 fl. off 
the jagged cliffs of Blackcomb Mountain 
onto an air bag. Merely keeping the bag 
inflated in freezing temperatures was no 
easy matter. This was one scene the intrepid 
J-J was relieved to get right on the first take. 
At Cannes , where K2 was shown to 
enthusiastic audiences , there were also four 
films set in the Arctic. With film companies 
squabbling over the rights for Joe Simpson's 
Void and Werner Herzog collaborating with 
Messner in Patagonia, it adds up to a lot of 
Big Outdoors pictures. Why the sudden 
interest? "People are tired of watching what 

my director calls 'hardware ' films with car
toon characters ," Matt Craven explains . 
'Climbing allows characters to exhibit a de
gree of spirituality. Life used to be lived by 
Nature 's laws, but that 's rare now. For most 
of us the moon doesn 't matter any more ... " 
At which his director chips in , "Mountains 
are a very good metaphor for desire -as they 
are for achievement. You have this dramatic 
background and an activity that allows you to 
get in touch with and concentrate on the 
inner person that is so often drowned out in 
ordinary life." 
Roddam continues, "I like to makil emo
tional films, touching films, but for a wide 

audience. And the cinema-going audience 
these days is a young one - 18-35 mostly. 
With that in mind I've gone for a stylist 
cameraman, rather than a nature camera
man, and to maintain the "look", in the 
wardrobe have concentrated on primary col
ours. The music track is young, too - no 
orchestra. 
"The film is not really about mountain climb
ing. Even the climbing is not about climbing. 
It's about real men in real danger. " 
Matt, again , "I really feel that every day on 
that film was worthwhile. I loved it. Nothing 
has ever given me the same rush . But you 
know the great thing about being an actor is 
you get to explore something pretty intensely, 
a whole new world , but without having to 
adopt all the responsibilities that go with ii. 
Climbing is a dangerous, serious sport. And 
I want to live to be ninety!" 
K2goes on general UK release on November 
22. 

Lemon 
Squeezers 
"Who are you with?" asked the obvi
ously flustered young lady standing 
by the TV cameras dumped on the 
quayside. This is a question that we 
itinerant hacks are often regaled with 
and offers a tempting opportunity to 
make reference to a certain building 
society. But before I could gather my 
composure from the five hour dash 
to Whitehaven, I had been sold a 
place on the BBC's boat hired to 
pursue Chris Bonington and Robin 
Knox-Johnston out into the Irish Sea 
at the start of their 'holiday' together. 

When I go on holiday there are no 
camera crews. There are no throng
ing members of the general public 
waving brave white handkerchiefs 
from the pavement as my trusty 
Chevette leaves Nl 9 for the wide be
yond. But then Chris doesn't take 
normal holidays. As you read this he 
will be returning from an eight-week 
jauntto the Lemon Mountains (I don't 
know why either) on the East coast of 
Greenland, the idea being that a nau
tical adventurer will take a mountain 
adventurer through the ice floes of 
the North Atlantic and then the moun
tain adventurer will lead a team up 
the unclimbed Cathedral Peak. 

Chris arrives beaming magna~i
mously at the waiting crowds, ex-
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Chris Bonington and 
Robin Knox
Johnston Sail Away 
to Greenland . .. 
plaining that the rest of the crew are 
getting tanked up with the harbour 
master in preparation for departure. 
We stand on the quayside looking 
down at the boat, the Suhaili, in which 
Knox-Johnston sailed around the 
world non-stop, becoming the first 
man to do so. 

"So that's the lifeboat, " I ventured. 
Chris laughs nervously, and I am not 
sure he heard me. 

"Well, of course we do have a liferaft." 
On board Chris looks enthusiasti

cally at the rigging and two masts, 
threatening to pace up and down the 
deck, which might provedifficultwith 
the amount of gear and people clut
tering it up. The cabin seems prepos
terously small for two men, one of 
whom I suspect of being a confirmed 
claustrophobic. Then I discover that 
there will be six of them packed into 
it. It was churlish of me, I know, but I 
was beginning to suspect Chris of 
being barking mad. 

There seems to be a tradition of 
British mountaineers transmogrify
ing into sailors. Bill Tilman enjoyed 
similar jaunts, although I doubt the 
Newsround team were there to see 
him off. Tilman, of course, was ship
wrecked in 1972 with his crew in 
Sermilik fjord in the cutter Sea Breeze. 
"For ... two or three hours we drifted 
slowly across the mouth of the fjord, " 
he wrote in Ice With Everything, "un
til some rock skerries loomed out of 
the darkness to leewai·d. In an effort 
to sail clear we got the stays'I up and 
we might have succeeded had not a 
floe got under the lee bow and 
stopped her. Her keel caught on a 
ledge and she spun round to be 
pinned by wind and waves against 
the rock .. " 

Chris and I had been joined by The 
Times Northern Correspondent 
Ronnie Faux, who being a more forth
right person than myself, asked a 
question I had longed to. "Do you," 
he asked, "admire Tilman?" Chris 
looked slightly uncomfortable and 
demurred. The conversation turned 
instead to the remarkable feat of pack
ing so many supplies into the gun
wales. The sleds were at the pointy 
end. Where, I wondered, would the 
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dogs be housed? 
Of the mountain itself, Chris pro

duced a colour print, slightly out of 
focus, of the summit pyramid stick
ing out from behind a subsidiary 
Lemon. "We are looking," he said 
confidently, "for a route in the region 
of Assez Difficile to Difficile." I am 
sure the Good Lord has laid one on. 

Back on shore I approached Knox
Johnston and warned him .. 
" He snores, you know. " 
" I know. " 
"Are you looking forward to the climb
ing?" 
"Absolutely. " You can 't argue with 
this level of confidence. 

With the team 's photograph taken 
in every piece of clothing provided 
by the sponsors, Chris and Robin 
together with the other crew mem
bers and a Radio 2 personality em
barked on their craft and the TV peo
ple and journos climbed on board 
theirs. Beyond the harbour wall the 
sea was heaving up and down and 
our lightweight craft bucked and 
sagged against the swell. Camera-

men staggered and fell. Water poured 
into the cockpit. The Newsroundpre
senter, of Asian ethnic origin, man
aged to turn somewhat green but still 
managed a piece " to camera" (as the 
jargon has it, I understand) about 
polar bears and icebergs. 

Across the narrow stretch of sea 

between us and the Suhaili, which 
was thumping into the waves with 
familiar ease, I could see Chris sitting 

upright by the cabif s hatch, feet 
braced and a wide grin fixed across 
his face, a somewhat piratical figure. 
Yo ho ho. · 

Ed Douglas 

Above and Left: Chris 
Bonington (on right) and 
Robin Knox-Johnston hold 
a press call prior to 
departure for the frozen 
wastes. 
Photos: Ed Douglas. 
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Above: The Magnificent North 
Face of Pik Kommunizma 
(7495m), Soviet Pamirs. 
Photo: Ace Kvale. 
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by Marc Francis Twight 

My intestines felt like they Were wrapped around a 
three foot length of razor wire. It was the one 
hundred and seventh morning in a row I'd woken up 
hating myself. I punched the fogged mirror and 
screamed, "What's wrong with you ... " A statement 
more than a question. I knew what was wrong. For 
four months I'd made a concerted effort to be nice to 

. people, I'd sought and sucked up to their approva·l 
because I had no confidence of my own. 

To make a good impression I did away with 
hate. On the morning I rediscovered it the foremost 
hated subject was me. But hate beat me onward. 

l hadn't climbed in months. Not because I was 
exhausted, but because I was scared. Philippe dieq. 
1 was out of shape. I drank too much beer. 1 put away 
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Mishima and Bukowski, and turned my brain into 
pulp. I quit learning. I wasted my time and that of 
anyone I met. 

I pushed off from the mirror and walked across 
the cold basement floor. I made a strong cup of 
coffee. Nosugar,nocream. Whileitcooledlscratched 
my balls and pulled the beige metal file box from 
under the table. Under "Projects-Sponsors" I found 
the Russian file. I copied the telex number carefully 
and wrote out an answer to their invitation of three 
months previous. The coffee went down lukewarm 
and fast. Salvation. 

As I considered the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, my stomach churned unea~ily. The 
invitation, typed out on Russian paper, felt unrefined 
and slightly greasy. Odd. Intuitively, 1 knew it was 
going to be exciting. 

Life begins with the terror. 
Front 242 
My first dose of Russian adrenalin was injected 

by the consulate in Paris. The plane flew Sunday, 
they promised the visas for Monday. Ace was calm, 
I stayed calm, but the Consular Attache went wild. 
He demanded why I assumed they'd issue visas that 

fast. I stated that a voice on the phone informed me 
the process could be accelerated for a fee. "You're 
wrong," he shrieked. "You Americans can't do or 
buy whatever you please." He took the passports 
and applications saying he didn't want to see us 
before Monday and tossed them onto a pile. The 
crowd in the waiting room was stunned. We stared 
through the armoured glass incredulously. "Jesus 
Ace, what if we really provoke him?" 

My boss at MCA Action Pictures had a contact at 
the Embassy. Through a series of frantic phone calls, 
the Press Attache pressured the Consulate to process 
our visas before Saturday noon. But it didn't mean 
the guy had to be nice about it. Weweretold to expect 
some abuse. The Consular Attache had been leaned 
on by someone too high up to disobey. His anger 
would quite understandably be vented on us. Pariahs. 

We arrived when they unlocked the doors and 
quietly waited in line, sure to walk away with the 
necessary documents that day. To our dismay, when 
I got to the window the man's face drained white 
with rage. He actually shook whilst he raved at me. 
"I told you not to come back until Monday, there's 
nothing I can do for you. Now get out of the way so 
I can help more important people." Flecks of spit 
dotted the inside of the glass. I smiled amiably. Ace 
and I backed out into the humid streets, Ace saying, 
"Somebody ripped him a new asshole." 

Saturday, our last chance before eating the plane 
tickets. He said to come back at noon. We did, and 
by 12.15 were through the line. Without emotion, he 
told us to go to the end of the line. "Smile when you 
hate, Marc" whispered Ace. After twenty minutes I 
faced our friend through the bulletproof glass, he 
motioned us to the back again. The consulate had 
been officially closed for fifty minutes. Another five 
passed as he ignored us. At one o'clock we were 
acknowledged by a tap on the glass, our passports 
and visas were passed under in exchange for 284 
francs . We didn't bother thanking him. 

Leningrad passed in a four hour whirlwind car 
tour, during which I bought the watch off the cab 
driver. That night Aeroflot efficiently packed us into 
Tupolev' s 737 copy and flew us across the heartland 
towards Tadjikistan. We ate hard boiled eggs from 
plastic bags passed out by apparently soulless flight 
attendants. There was no Flight Safety Card in the 
seat pocket, there were no oxygen masks and my 
knees were jammed through the unpadded seat into 
the spine of whoever was in front of me. Ace 
commented that it was like a bus ride in India (minus 
the goats and chickens). 

Five days later I woke up without a headache. 
The helicopter took us from practically sea level to 
the 4200 metre Moskvina Glacier Base Camp in the 
Pamirs. The rapid altitude gain laid us out on our 
backs. During the ten days following we bouldered, 
hiked and learned about Soviet Style ice climbing on 
the seracs next to base camp. Feeling hot, Ace climbed 
the south face of Pik Vorobyova (5440m) with a girl 
from Kiev. That afternoon he told me he'd seen a 
direct line on the north face, all ice, never more that 
70°. The base camp topos and history book showed 
it virgin. We woke at 4 am. 

Ace and I left our Polish circus tent in heavy 
darkness, me with a light pack and him q1rrying too 
much metal and too much glass. Two huge bands of 
seracs overhung the lower half of the face and I 
wanted to climb past them before'tl1e sun lit things 
up. Fear, sweat and nausea kept me from eating or 

Author 
Below: The Author at Base 
Camp. 
Marc Francis Twight (29) is a 
leading American alpinist 
currently resident in Chamonix. 
Photo: Ace Kvale. 
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Large Picture: MarcJwight is 
dwarfed by the huge North Face 
of Pik Kommunizma during the 
descent from his solo attempt. 
Photo: Ace Kvale. 

drinking until it was too late to replace the lost 
calories and fluid. Up to the rockband the route is 
never steeper than 60°, it looked 60 to 65° above. The 
intervening six metre high column of vertical ice 
pissed me off. I wasn' t psyched for it. 

Aspirants remember: when you're not well 
acclimatized, lactic acid doesn't get processed, you 
pump out faster, it's hard to stay mentally tough and 
easy to make bad decisions. 

I snuck through, picks buried fearfully deep. My 
brain failed to register the 65° loose mixed climbing 
and the parade of flakes I sent to the bottom. Three 
and a half pleasant hours and thirty epic minutes 
after leaving the glacier I belly-rolled over the cornice 
into the sun. I called Ace on the radio and rasped how 
I didn't appreciate the sandbag. The route is named 
"Suicidal Misfit" (D+ 800m). A doctor said that's 
what I am. I used to think I fitted in ... 

In base camp Ace and I organised our ski gear 
and headed for Peak Fourth (6300m). We had in 
mind a bit of ego satisfaction in the form of a first 
telemark descent. The slope looked good; 1400 metres 
of southwest facing corn snow - who could resist? 

The bullshit almost stopped us. Enormous packs, 
cramped moist tent, altitude forcing us to drink six 
litres of water a day and we forgot the pee bottles. We 
left the tails of our skis in a pool of melt-water. It was 
humiliating to be discovered by the Canadians next 
door as we chopped our skis out of the ice. I hate 
being stupid. Finally got away at eleven climbing in 
tele-boots, with a rope and all the mountain gear. 
Prepared. At 6000m Ace was heaving. I prodded 
him up to 61 00m where, all cells in revolt, he made a 
U-turn. ltooconcededdefeat. Weskied. Goditwas 
good. The problem was remembering to breathe - or 
maybe, the fact that one breath doesn' t go very far at 
that altitude. We maxed eight turns, flopping over, 
pulse 180, veins bulging and tortured lungs squealing 
like Formula One tyres. At the tent we inventoried 
our food and realised we had enough to try again the 
next day. Sleep of the dead. 

We took only cameras and water in our packs, 
even managing a 9 am departure. By one, we were on 
top. Unfortunately, steep rock and blue ice dictated 
descent with crampons of the top 100 metres. As a 
descent I suppose is doesn' t "count" but I don't much 
care because it was the very best run of my life! 

Fourteen members of the Leningrad Alpinist 
Cooperative arrived for a competition/ selection. Of 
the fourteen, eight would go to Lhotse next spring. 
These being our hosts we went with them to Pik 
Korjenyevska (7100 m). They planned to climb the 
Romanov Pillar. Interestingly, the Soviet climbing 
scene is like the Alps thirty years ago; all the major 
ridges and faces have been climbed, but due to the 
lack of either outside influence or modern ice gear, 
the couloir and waterfall routes that run off the vast 
limestone faces in droves have yet to be done. Ace 
and I set off to correct an omission on Korjenyevska. 

We bivvied at 5700111 after 1500m of climbing. 

Gear Liabilities: No 3rd tool (and 1800 metres of 
black ice). No sleeping bag or rope. No tent. Thin 
food and fuel margin. 

Gear Assets: A spare pick. Extra walkman 
batteries. Stove and three days of gas. No sleeping 
bag or rope. Shovel. Compass and altimeter. 

I opted for continuous ascent and descent instead 
of a sleeping bag. I planned to climb the lower wall 
at night, rest and rehydrate during the heat of the day 
and continue to the summit the following night. 

Acclimatisation didn't fall under either list,itwas 

Another 1400m of up the next day and we could start 
going downhill. Unless the weather changed in the 
night, then we could flee in the morning. It did. We 
did. Snow fell in base camp for two days. Our Soviet 
friends succeeded, reinforcing what I'd figured out 
about Russian alpinism: they'd rather go to the top 
and die than fail. My schizophrenic Alpine Style 
dartings in and out of the mountains piqued their 
curiosity too. It was tough to explain to them that I 
rarely carry much of a margin of safety - if the 
weather gets bad, J go down. I pick routes I can move 
on. If anything is wrong I run away because 
surviving is succeeding, standing on top is a 
bonus. I taught them Roger Baxter-Jones' 
golden rule, "Come back alive, come back 
friends, get to the top - in that order." They 

I taught them Roger Baxter-Jones' golden rule: "Come 
back alive, come back foends, get to the top - in that order. " 

said climbing my way would be a luxury for them, 
that there was outside pressure to succeed that no 
westerner would ever feel. I said climbing any other 
way than my way just isn't worth it. 

I wanted to solo the north wall of Pik 
Kommunizma (7495 m). I'd tried and failed a few 
days before. The line was long, without much 
objective hazard, obvious and difficult. But I was 
weak. I had too much weight. I climbed 600 ~etres 
in the oppressive half-light of dawn. I wasn't climbing 
well, and found myself preoccupied with fear. 
Anyway, the ice ribbon turned out to be nothing but 
powder snow plastered onto vertical rock. The sun 
never touches it so there' s no chance of it 
metamorphosing. I was too stupid to notice. I 
downclimbed and rapelled, defeated inside and out. 

Ace went to the Bo rod kin Pil/arwith four Russians. 
I found resolve in my solitude. I was just learning 
that your self-confidence cannot be based on the 
approval of others. I wanted the courage to stand 
alone believing what I believe in without needing an 
audience. My reluctance to let myself be influenced 
by you is (mis)understood as anti-social. 

I isolated myself with my walkman and began 
listing assets and liabilities. I put this transparent 
overlay on each potential route up the north face. 
Where it closely matched features I would go. 

Liabilities: I am not Torno Cesen. I cannot solo 
5.11 in plastic boots. I hate loose rock and weird 
descents. I prefer not to have the weight of a rope and 
rappel rack in my pack. I do not have the balls to go 
up on a Himalayan route alone with one litre of 
water, some sardines and no stove. 

Asset5: I am Marc Twight. I have a good head for 
rope less climbing on moderate! y technica I ground. I 
am fast. I know when to quit and when to go. I am 
willing to take the risk. 

I picked the Czech Route. Although 3200m high, 
only the first 1800m are difficult. It is not dangerous 
by modern Himalayan standards. There is a 50-60 
metre high serac at 6050111, but I didn' t intend to be 
under it for more than five hours. At ease with the 
choice, I set my alarm for a 2am departure and started 
packing my gear. 

an unknown. I'd spent two nights at 4900111, another 
at 5700111 and I contemplated blasting up to 7500m 
and back. At least I wasn't too exhausted from 
having been too high already. 

I was still awake when the alarm briefly 
interrupted my pulse. I fired up the stove. Two cups 
of Cossack Brand Instant Coffee is like an unhealthy 
mixture of speed, rat poison and a roller coaster ride 
in a Fellini film. Within fifteen minutes I was wide 
awake and feeling mean but couldn't get the taste of 
drywall out of my mouth. I stretched out. I laced up 
f my boots and began jogging towards the face. 

Debris littered the flat area around the 'schrund 
prtving that seracs did tumble off occasionally. But 
I wasn't too worried, the calm in my heart and 
stomach assured me that "today is the day". The 45° 
slope was peppered by stones flung from higher up. 
Deep craters indicated they'd fallen into wet, late 
afternoon snow. 

Therockbandreared up, threatening,malevolent 
and yellow in the halogen light. But the ice vein 
pumped through it. Relief turned to consternation at 
the thinness of the aforementioned ice. I searched 
with my tools for patches thick enough to pull on. 

Below: Marc Twight atthe 
bivouac at 5700m, Pik 
Korjenyevska, Soviet Pamirs. 
Photo: Ace Kvale. 
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Soviet ice climbing Champion, 
Alexei Shustrov shows how it's 
done. Photo Kvale. 
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When they rebounded vibrating like nightsticks I 
swung them elsewhere. Sometimes when they 
bottomed out against rock I moved on them anyway. 

The sun rose. Curious popping noises wafted 
down from the serac. Around 7am my calves gave a 
last flaming effort and cramped. Shit. At least 600 
meters of ice still to go. I hadn't disciplined myself to . 
drink or eat enough. Instead of chopping a ledge I 
traversed to a decomposing rock spur to rest. I 
almost tricked myself into climbing it, but left it 
alone. That shit's terrifying. 

Ace and I shook hands at ten o'clock. He was still 
in his tent at 6100m unable to keep up with the 
ferociousli motivated Soviets. I stayed in his tent 
eating and drinking all day. At 5pm I thought about 
starting up but quailed at the news our friends from 
Leningrad brought back from the summit. It was 
terribly windy, they'd climbed wearing down jackets. 
Sure I'd have a better chance in the daylight, I settled 
in for a bitter, ugly night. 

The shivering woke me at five. "Ace, are you 
warm?" !chattered. "What the fuck do you think ... ?" 
I shut up. After coffee, Ace said he felt strong enough 
to go to the top. I was too wasted to solo a new direct 
finish. With bad weather tingeing the horizon's 
edges we joined the normal route and climbed 

Left: The North Face of Pik Vorobyova. Suicidal 
Misfit takes the central couloir. 
Photo: Marc Twight. 
Opposite Page Top: Pik Kommunizma plateau 
Base Camp looking south. 

together. We passed a Swedish girl left behind by her 
partners (she got the tent, they got the stove). We 
passed Boris, a Russian guide not fast enough to keep 
up with his Dutch client. In fact, Boris was totally out 
of control. He was headed down and had one short 
50° ice slope to traverse before reaching his tent. Ace 
took his picture and we continued. At 7200m Ace 
realised the seriousness of the situation and chose to 
turn back while he was still strong enough to get 
down on his own. He passed the camera to me and 
wished me luck. 

At his tent there was no sign of Boris. The Dutch 
guy was poking around in.a nearby crevasse. "Hey 
- Boris is gone ... " There was nothing Ace could do. 
Perr didn't know what to do either. The last time we 
saw Boris he was wearing a "wet-look" nylon suit. 
Boris disappeared. Forever. The mountains kill. 
They kill a lot. 

My neoprene mask iced up. I tore it off and threw 
it away. My hands wereeithercold or hot, depending 
whether they held the ice tool or the ski pole. Whipped 
on by the jackal howl of the wind and with the threat 
of whiteout imminent I sprinted towards the top. 

7495m. Summit of the USSR. 5.05pm. Crosses 
and plaques commemorated the mountain's many 
victims. I managed to photograph myself several 
times before the sky erupted and hail beat down from 
blackening clouds. I began to descend, cautiously at 
first and then with abandon as I was overcome by the 
fear of my tracks being buried under falling snow. 
Disoriented half-time images paced me: a ten man 
team barely able to descend; the Dutch climber with 
his head in his hands; the Swedish girl offering me 
dried apricots; whiteout overexposed photos of the 
ridge - steep on the left, less so on the right; greasy, 
evil sweat trickling down my back as I ran. There was 
a half-memorised crevasse pattern from the morning, 
someone's dinner puked up in the snow, Ace's fresh 
footprints, and then the tent. 

We were both totally spent. I was freaking though; 
if it snowed a foot in the night the only way we were 
going to get down the Borodkin Route was in an 
avalanche. Priority one was toeatand drink. "Now!" 
We postponed the decision until 11pm; if it kept 
snowing we'd leave everything behind and bail out 
fast. If it stopped we'd stay 'ti! dawn, then run. 

The thunder and distant flashes fluttered at the 
edge of consciousness, then faded. The hiss of the 
stove slowly overpowered the sound of snow hitting 
the tent. I unzipped the door and looked out at the 
sky - clear and brittle as glass. We both sighed an 
acknowledgement of the reprieve. Not quite safe, 
but we hadn't died yet either. 

"And ghosts of hope walk silent halls 
at the death of the promised land 
all is gone, all is gone 
but these changing winds can turn 
cold and hostile ... " - New Model Army 

Summary: MarcTwightdescribes his adventures wit!} 
Ace K vale in the Soviet Pamirs, summer 1990. 
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Above: Telemark is trendy - Marc Twight at 6000m on 
Peak Fourth (6300m). Right: Twight, just visible lower 
left, soloing high on the North Face of Pik Vorobyova 
(5440m). Below: On the descent from the Borodkin 
Pillar of Kommunizma looking east up the Moskvin 
Glacier. Photos: Kvale. 
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Eyes To The Hills 
Gordon Stainforth introduces his major photographic study 
of the British mountains. 

M y approach to mountain photography is to try, as far as possible, to look at the 
landscape - even if it is very familiar - with fresh eyes, and often this means looking 
at it from unusual and unfrequented viewpoints. Actually, mountain photography 

is like a whole new sport in which you deliberately go off the beaten track in search of the 
"dream image". Often one goes nowhere near any major summit but heads for nondescript 
hummocks and subsidiary spurs which may have remained untrodden for decades. And 
often one has to return to these e~oteric places many times to get the most interesting light. For 
without interesting light it is impossible to create an interesting mountain photograph - at 
least, not when shooting colour. Perhaps mountain photography is most like fishing. Hours 
and days have to be spent watching and waiting, sometimes with the camera covered with a 
polythene bag to keep out the rain. But it is surprising just how often these efforts are 
rewarded, given enough patience. 

Many of the photographs in my book Eyes to the Hills were obtained by making high 
camps as close as possible to the actual camera positions I wanted to use, sometimes staying 
there for several days at a time. At the other extreme, there were completely unexpected magic 
moments which required no waiting at all-just a very quick response, to seize the image before 
it vanished. This is not so easy when using medium and large format cameras! 

Quite often, at the least likely moment- just when I had given up all hope of getting what 
I wanted - I would suddenly find myself staring at a dream image that had existed up till then 
only in my imagination. Then I would truly be in the state described by the German poet 
Novalis, when "dream becomes world, world becomes dream". 
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Top Left: Ben Lomond from The Cobbler at 
dawn. Top: Liathach from Beinn Eighe. Above: 
Stream boulders high on the south flank of Fuar 
Tho/I. 
Right: Cloud pouring over the Cuillin Ridge. 

Eyes To The Hills by Gordon Stainforth is 
published by Constable at £19.95. Large colour 
prints taken from the book form an exhibition 
which will be touring Britain, including 
Edinburgh, Bradford and Keswick. 
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MORE OZ 

David Burnett blows the gaff 
on Australia1s secret super-crag. 

There would be few climbers in the world who have not heard of Australia's Mt 
Ara piles, given an advertising campaign during the Eighties that would be the envy 
of the Coca-Cola company. Seduced by the earnest (and almost sincere) exclamations 
of the locals, the trickle of Internationals making the 20,000 kilometre trek to the 
An ti pod es to try the thing out has lately become a flood, with no sign of it abating. And 
sure enough, once ensconced in the Pines, the world-weary have wallowed in those 
sensual pleasures that only Ara piles' orange quartzite can provide. Many have never 
been able to leave, a similar phenomenon to that which afflicts even the hardest of hard
persons soon after their arrival: too contented to drag themselves out of the hammock 
to stagger up yet another three-star classic. 

But there is trouble in paradise. An increasing number of visitors, and for that 
matter, locals are beginning to wonder: whatever happened to the New Route? And 
just where was that van full of smug-faced climbing glitterati going at this time of the 
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Left and Right: Andy Pollitt 
making the third ascent of 
Serpentine (31 ), Malcolm 
Matheson 's fiercely sustained 
test piece on Taipan Wall, Mount 
Stapylton area, Australia. 
Photos.Simon Carter. 





Opposite Page: Malcolm Matheson on Sordid Orchids 
(25), Taipan Wall. Photo: Glenn Robbins. Above: Andy 
Pollitt above all things on his new 25 at Mount Zero. 
Stapylton. Photo: Simon Carter. Right: Pollitt discovers 
Dinosaurs Don't Dyna (26) Taipan Wall. 
Below Right: Matheson on steepish ground on Hamster 
Roof (26), Stapylton. Photos: Robbins. 

morning? Didn't someone see them heading east? 
That's the way to Melbourne; why on earth would 
anyone be going there? 

The answer to this dangerous and revolutionary 
speculation lies a mere hour's drive to the south-east 
of Arapiles; a climbing area of such unfulfilled 
potential that I hesitate to elaborate for fear of being 
lynched for giving the game away. The poor 
foreigners have been sandbagged again, of course. 
For years they have been shuffled up the Western 
Highway in the depth of the night; swishing stealthily 
past kilometres of virgin cliff-line, to be presented the 
next morning with the same old 'Piles playthings', 
100 kilometres beyond. All this time, clearly visible 
from the lip of Kachoong, the northern Grampians 
have been peacefully minding their own unclimbed 
classics, home only to the ramblings of the initiated 
few. 

Don't get me wrong: I'm not trying to suggest a 
conspiracy of silence at work. The fact is the Ara piles 
Coddled Babies further west are just too transfixed 
with "the finest cliff in the world" to bother with its 
"inferior" cousin down the road. Even the visitors, 
having tra veiled so far to kneel at the foot of the Great 
Southern Crag, are reluctant to risk a solitary day 
away from the bulging playthings of this most 
hallowed cliff, wary, I suppose, of a dastardly local 
sandbag. As each new generation of climbers is 
introduced to Arapiles' seductive charms by their 
indoctrinated peers, the whole mythos grows 
stronger. Each generation is hence less likely to reject 
the place than the previous one. It's like natural 
selection. Darwin, and all that. Survival of the most 
complacent. 

As is usual in the Australian climbing scene, it's 
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Above: Malcolm Matheson 
makes the six-foot, full body 
length dyno on Mirage (27, 
a.k.a. Full Body Projectile!), 
Taipan Wall. 
Above Right: Nicky Sunderland 
relaxed on Sirrocco pitch one 
(22) Taipan Wall. 
Below Left: Htdetaka Suzuki 
poised for action on Nicaragua 
(30), Mount Stapylton, during 
the fow1h ascent. The routes on 
this very overhanging wall, the 
Sandanista Cliff, are perhaps the 
hardest in Australia. 
Photos: Simon Carter. 

taking foreign influence to change our rut-riddled 
ways. Europeans and Americans are not content to 
potter up someone else's glory tails. After aU, there's 
only so many times you can climb Anxiety Neurosis 
and fail on Punks in the Gym. So, you wantto do a new 
26 at Arapiles? Are you kidding? Try climbing 
Tannin blindfolded. Yes indeed, the truth hurts: 
Ara piles is climbed out. I suspect the only reason that 
the Sport-Climbing crowd have been so slow to react 
is their fear of the inevitable chorus of "I-told-you
so's" emanating from the hoary old "adventure
climbers", who have for thirty years been peacefully 
bumbling away their lives on dirty, ill-protected 
Grampians choss-routes mumbling mantras to the 
joys of the place. But the future praise to be sung of 
this area will be of a different sort altogether. 

Local Hero Malcolm Matheson realized the 
truth long ago. In the late Eighties this doyen of the 
iron-pumping set established his name amongst the 
nameless with a series of strenuous (and surprisingly 
pure) desperates at 30 and 31, including the much 
lauded Serpentine (31). Paying no heed to steepness 
or holdlessness, Matheson simply chose half a dozen 
rip snorting lines and proceeded to mould his body 
into the most appropriate shape to defeat them. And 
where did this strip-mining approach to new-routing 
occur? Not at Arapiles, that's for sure. The only line 
you're likely to find there is the one waiting to climb 
Bard at Easter time. These bumblies' playthings of 
the next century adorn the gravity-clefying Taipan 
Wall and Sandinista Cliffs, Stapylton Area, Northern 
Grampians. 

Other examples of the well-informed have been 
the likes of Swiss hard-man, Martin Scheel, who with 
his most recent achievement, Daniel-Or-Tiger (31), at 
-the Sandinista Cliffs, began to approach the level of 
difficulty pioneered by visiting Germans Glowacz 
and Giillich mid-decade. In fact, the Stapylton area 
now boasts as many super-desperates as its more 
famous big brother. Future seasons are likely to see 
this trend continue. Both expatriate Geoff Weigand 
and the ubiquitous northern lad Andy Pollitt see the 
future of hard climbing in this country lurking about 



the black and orange water-streaks of places like 
Tai pan Wall. This is not to suggest that no more hard 
routes will be done at Ara piles: there are still a few 
more Arapilesian exercises in holdless gymnastics to 
be smashed into submission at 30-something. Last 
season however, Pollitt found classic route ticking in 
the Stapylton area just too easy, establishing instant 
classics such as Sheffield Steel/Pegasus (31) and Sport 
Crack (26), contributing to the spectacular World 
Party (27), and repeating every line on Taipan Wall, 
including Serpentine, many of which were second 
ascents. Other internationals getting in on the act 
included Frenchman Patrick Edlinger with repeats 
of Daniel-or-Tiger and Matheson's Nicaragua (31), 
Canadian Peter Croft, and a high profile visit from 
Hidetaka Suzuki of Japan. With all this attention 
elsewhere, one feels that the sigh of relief that will 
accompany the long awaited first red-point ascent of 
the Gullich horror show, Punks in the Gym (32+ /FSc), 
will mark the dying breath of the Arapiles Golden 
Age. Unquestionably, in the Nineties, the hypnotic 
lure of fresh territory, with its enlivening new 
situations and aspects, is likely to increasingly divert 
the attentions of those who can bear to forgo the 
decadence of the Arapiles 'scene' for more than the 
handful of days these pioneering efforts take to fall
up. 

Even in the realms of the humanly possible, the 
northern Grampians present endless opportunities 
for new-routing to the sufficiently enthused. The 
most absurd event of last summer was the discovery 
of a new hyper-classic such as Ephemeral Lakes (24) 
within 5 minutes' stroll of the Hollow Mountain and 
Mt Stapylton car parks, the rock climbing turntables 
of the area for the past twenty years. Even God-zones 
like Taipan Wall, described by Edlinger as the best 
rock he had ever climbed on, are being breached with 
increasing frequency. This veritable vertical desert, 
now with no fewer than 10 free routes on it, is 
increasingly becoming accessible to the also-rans of 
grade-climbing. Jared McCollough's Mr Joshua (26) 
is undoubtedly the finest recent route of this grade in 
the country and, with Simon Mentz's Father Oblivion 
(26), is likely to be the most-attempted way up this 
wall for quite a while. And unquestionably, the area 
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Above: Malcolm Matheson 
attempting the second ascent of 
Billy Muggins (26), Wall of 
Fools, in the popular Summer 
Day Valley Area of Mount 
Stapylton. Photo: Simon Carter. 

Topo by Roger Durban after the 
Author. 
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Left: Simon Mentz reaching 
farther on his route Father 
Oblivion (26), one of the "easier" 
free lines to breach the main 
face of the Tai pan Wall. Be/ayer: 
Nicky Sunderland. 
Photo: Simon Carter. 



Right: Taipan Wall: 
1- Sordid Orchid (25), 2- Black 
Adder (29), 3- Dinosaurs Don 't 
Dyna (26), 4- The Great Divide 
(27), 5- Sirrocco (28), 6- Father 
Oblivion (26), 7- Mirage (26), 
8- Seventh Pillar (28), 9- Banana 
Republic (27), 10- Serpentine 
(31), 11- World Party (27). 
Photo: Simon Carter. 

Map by Roger Durban after the 
Author. 

must hide routes of 20+, cowering amongst 
Matheson's butchery, that escaped the detection of 
Kim Carrigan et al ten years ago. I've even heard 
whispers concerning entire walls of virgin 16's and 
17's, their holds made of Stealth rubber, and with 
springs of the Elixir of Life bubbling at their bases. 
Well-established areas, such as the Summer Day 
Valley, offer everything a crag-climber could ask for, 
with hundreds of routes of every standard within 
easy walk of car parks and each other. And don't 
forget the kilometres of untrodden adventure-cliffs, 
offering horrendous walk-ins, vegetated mega-lines 
and all-weather epics for those so disposed. 

The rock? Well, as the "Babies" smearing their 
way to glory in the shadow of The Bluffs would be 
only too keen to point out (if they ever climbed here), 
it's not quite Ara piles. But it's still some of the finest 
hard sandstone you'll ever have the pleasure of 
falling off. This part of the Grampians is characterised 
by steep to overhanging walls decorated by black 
and gold water streaks and pitted by water-sculpted 
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slopes and pockets. The face
reddening angles of some of the best 
walls make for dry climbing in damp 
weather, and this northern tip of the 
extensive Grampians Range pokes far 
enough into the Wimmera to 
experience the same predictable 
weather as the 'Piles' (or so the story 
goes). 

It's quite obvious such a fantasy
land can't last for ever. Already 
ominous signs of the coming nightmare 
are appearing. Predictions that passing 
bush-walkersatStapylton will soon be 
issued with mandatory earplugs in 
order to overcome the incessant whine 
of dozens ofBosch bolt-drills appear to 
be close to the truth. Not that this 
constitutes a devastating blow in itself. 
Despite earnest exclamations by the 
likes of Keith Lockwood, Australia 's 
ethics, like her restaurants, remain 

largely 'Bring Your Own'. But it seems the lazy open
ness of the old-timers, who'd show you a new cliff in 
exchange for a free ride back to Ara piles at the end of 
the day, is being replaced by a guarded slyness. 
Witness the recent storm that arose over the misering 
of an entire cliff by a canny pair, only halted by the 
trumpeting of a local "one man, one climb" socialist
type, who pinned up a map of the secret 'Crag X' in 
the Ara piles toilets. Now, a gentle foreboding is in 
the air-a fear that, despite the valiant efforts of a local 
few, all the best lines will be snapped up by an 
impending hoard of jaded rockophiles with strange 
sounding names like Wolfgang and Randy. There's 
even a name for it: Xenobumblyphobia - the fear of 
being made to look like an incompetent, dole
bl udging provincial by a bunch of over-wired, Bolle
wearing Internationals, personal photographers in 
tow, living off sponsorship money. It's all happened 
before, a little further west. Moves are already afoot 
to chop the best of the local efforts to save them from 
embarrassing foreign flash ascents. God help us if 
they're soloed. Now, to soundly blow the whole 
fandango, the Northern Grampians guidebook has 
hit the streets. One should not be surprised that it is 
filled with strangely distorted grades and gross route 
descriptions, just to keep the invaders dazed and 
confused a little longer. 

I can only hope, under penalty of being banished. 
forever to the desolate and forgotten routes of Ara piles 
yester-year, that I will be seen as pre-empting the 
tide, and not initiating it. 

Summary: An analysis of the growing trend towards 
hard new-routing in the northern Grampians Range 
(Victoria, Australia), and associated rejection of Mt 
A'.rapiles as the be-all and end-all of Australian Rock
Climbing. 
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Above: The descent from 
Huanya Potosi (6088m), 
Cordillera Real, Bolivia. 
Photo: Angus Andrew. 
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I met the Argentinians, Toni and Chippy, staggering 
up the French Route on Huanyna Potosi - probably 
the most climbed peak in Bolivia. Owing to its. 
proximity to the nation's capital La Paz and easy Via 
Nor111a/, it gives newcomers the chance to climb to 
6000mand witnessaspectacularviewoftheCordillera 
Real. All too often however, the would-be 
mountaineers are forced back on the long plod to the 
summit by t-he fatigue and nausea of altitude sickness. 
The overnight camps of such mountains are a 
patchwork of yellow pee stains intermingled with 
vomit. All part and parcel of the demise of the 
world's popular mountains. 
My friend and I suffered the delights of the camp on 
the glacier with the two likeable Argies. We shared 
our food and company, telling jokes that lost their 
meaning in the translation but still made us laugh 
until, weary, we slept under the stars of a very cold 
night. 
From th~ summit the next day r first saw the beauty 
of Tiquimani, a majestic looking mountain that 
surprisingly never sees many visitors. A team of 

Americans joined us, whooping and shouting at 
their achievement and the splendour of the scenery 
in true Californian style. Sat chatting with their 
guide, we gazed at Tiquimani, a classic Everest-like 
plume of windblown snow and cloud streaming off 
the summit. "Jeez, there's godda be some serious 
mixed climbing on that sucker," he rasped. He 
wasn't wrong. 
Back in La Paz nothing has changed. The hustle and 
bustle goes on, the bowler-hatted women sit 
crosslegged in thestreetselling their wares and at my 
hotel there is another letter from my girlfriend asking 
when I will be home. 
Toni and Chippy come round eager to buy some gear 

· 'off my friend who is returning to England. They are 
an unassuming pair, full of passion for life. Both 
come from Bariloche, home of Patagonian 
mountaineering. Toni looks hard as nails, dark and 
stocky, while Chippy is more slender and thoughtful. 
This is their second trip to Bolivia, travelling 
economically by bus and train. They are looking fo,r 
something challenging. 

Afterwards we go to our favourite eatery and 
intentions are voiced to climb Tiquimani by a new 
route. The one existing route is described in Mesili's 
guide to the Real as dangerous and very difficult. But 
that was a long time ago, we agree. 
Next day, following an eight hour wait in the squalid 
outskirts of La Paz, a crowded bus picks us up. 
Standing all the way, we lurch towards the bivvy at 
the foot of Huanya Potosi. The discomfort is 
heightened by the ache in my head and guts frotn the 
previous night's lashings of Chilean wine. 
Once we're at the bivvy our spirits rise with the 
delightsofToni'scooking. He really has got mountain 
cooking off to a fine art with many good ideas and of 
course the delicious Argentinian d11/ccdc lcc/1c, a kind 
of condensed milk. 
Next morning dawns ominously cloudy and cold. 
After waiting an hour for a lift we decide to walk to 
keep warm. lt begins to snow with huge sticking 
flakes. In half an hour everything is white and so we 
decide to sit under a boulder and wait. Sure enough 
the sun comes out after another half ,111 hour and 

melts all the snow. A bizarre climate. 
A truck approaches bearing the livery of the Bolivian 
electricity company, COBEE, and soon we're in the 
back, speeding along. We take the driver's word for 
it that he has dropped us in the right place. The valley 
sidesaresheervegetated rock and ahead isa dramatic 
200 foot waterfall. A magnificent arena. 
Several hours' steep walking leads us to the source of 
the waterfall where the perfect bivvy, a disused 
COBEE hut, 
overlooks a 
crystal clear 
lake. My limbs 
are weary as 
the pace has 
been hard so I 
sit beside the 
lake and watch 

This is the sort of adventure I've been 
wokingfor. This is why I quit my job 
and sold my car to come to Bolivia. 

an orange sunset over the valleys below. I stagger 
back to the hut, where, to my astonishment Toni is 
doing Kung Fu warm-up exercises. Inside Chippy 
has managed to claim the bed frame. He tells me that 
Toni is a black belt in Taikwondo. Emptying the 
contents of our sacks we discover that we've left 
some of the food at the previous bivvy. The sense of 
loss feels greater when we realise that we've lost 
some of the du/cc de lec/ie. 
The next day is spent finding the route. Since we're 
not sure where we are, we all go in different directions 
to find our elusive peak. On our return we find thclt 
a COBEE worker for the hydro scheme has moved 
into the oth~r half of the hut. He explains that the 
guide book is wrong and since the new army surveys, 
Tiquimani is now called lllampu on the map 1 This 
confirms Toni's ideas about Bolivia and my ideas 
about where the route is. 
The next morning we pack what we need for the 
climb and set off up the ancient Inca trail. I didn't 
bring much gear except some Friends because Toni 
said they had everything necessary. 
Almost at the foot of the cold south face of Tiquimani 
are butterflies and exotic looking furry leaved plants. 
The rocks are warm to the touch and the streams pour 
endlessly with clean ice-cold water. ln two hours we 
reach the base and start to gear up. 
Now in full view, the route looks very impressive 
and cold. The original route boasts fourteen hundred 
metres of climbing so ours is probably more. I put on 
an extra pair of socks for good measure and tie a 
plastic whistle to my zipper. I also give one to Toni 
as this is to be our communication system should 
language fail - one toot for three metres of rope left, 
two for 'Tm safe", and so on. 
We'replanningononebivvyon the colon the way up 
and another on the way down. It's everything I had 
hoped,steep from the start and unrelenting. An hour 
through the snow to the gully proper and Toni hands 
me a bunch of hardware. Stabbing my picks in I 
begin to climb. 
My rhythm builds as my body heats. It's a narrow 
corner with shattered rock on one side and a smooth, 
unforgiving wall on the other. In the middle a long 
ribbon of ice comes down like a frozen brook. I can 
just see Toni and Chippy but a lot of rope lies between 
us and the ice is thinning. Should haveputsomething 
in while the going was good. Above, two large 
overhanging blocks sit in the way. There\ a tunnel 
between them but it looks tricky with a sack on. l try 
to climb around the left hand edgeofthl'm and nearly 
go for a pearler, hooking my axes on breakaway 

Author 
Angus Andrew is a twenty eight 
year old computer programmer 
from Manchester. A climber for 
ten years, initially as a rock-jock, 
Angus has recently embraced 
mountaineering with five alp ine 
seasons to date and a trip to 
Chamlang coming up this autumn. 
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Above: The Twin Towers. Below: "It begins to snow with huge sticking flakes. In half an hour 
everything is white and so we decide to sit under a boulder and wait. Sure enough the sun 
comes out after another half an hour and melts all the snow. A bizarre climate." Photo: Angus 
Andrew. 
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ledges and raking the adze through soft snow. Off 
the ice runnel things get a bit hairy. Bridged out to the 
limit, I'm aware of time ticking by and impatient 
looks from below. I've got to get some gear in but the 
rock is so poor. 
I look down at the bunch of oversized metal lumps 
dangling at my knees, then at Toni's homemade 
pitons. What the hell are we doing climbing a route 
like this with such a cruddy rack? Resorting to one of 
my own screws tied off and backed up with another 
on the thin ice, I struggle like a maniac through the 
tunnel. Everything seems to drag on the rock walls. 
I think the rope is stuck. "Peep"; it's Toni's whistle, 
perhaps I've run out of rope. With a final heave I 
squirm out of the tunnel. So much for that pitch! 
The others join me too quickly to justify my time and 
exertion and Chippy leads through. His treasured 
Grivels scrape on the rock and stab at the streaks of 
ice. "Have a cowtion wif de rope pleese," urges Toni. 
"It possible Chippy flying now." 
Toni's turn next and there's very little protection. 
He's out on the left wall hooking edges with his 
banana pick. Patches of ice plate off the rock and 
smash into scores of fragments that tinkle down on 
my helmet and around my neckline. My spine 
quivers as the odd one finds its way in. My feet are 
like blocks of ice. There is a lot of waiting in a rope of 
three when the climbing isn't easy. 1 pull my hood up 
and whistle to Toni at his three metre mark. 
I finish the pitch to see Toni's roguish smile and as 
Chippy comes up I explain the whistle system again 
as it doesn't seem to be working very smoothly. 
We all discuss retreating because the short daylight 
hours are fading and we've gone nowhere. Looking 
up, it still resembles the longest Scottish gully you 
have ever seen. Perhaps we should ab off and start 
again early tomorrow? Still, we've enough food and 
fuel for an extra night and it's exciting stuff. 
Higher up we arrive at a ledge which the Argies 
decide is going to be our bivvy site; it's about four feet 
square and sloping. Once we are tethered to the rock 
it doesn't seem too bad. Toni fills his ingenious stove 
with cheap lighter gas, hangs it on the wall and 
begins to cook. It's the best piece of gear they have 
and it's ironic that I can't buy one. Our torch beams 
only illuminate the sinister rocks around. To raise 
our spirits the resilient Toni sings revolutionary songs 
for hours, chanting the hearty choruses with Chippy 
into the night\ 
About 2 a.m. 1 wriggle into my bag. The bundle of 
nylon next to me is Chippy in the flysheet of his tent. 
On the other side Toni sits sleeping in his homemade 
expedition jogging suit: bright yellow ripstop jacket 
and trousers into which he has sewn a lining. On his 
chest a large Adidas badge-a necessary Argie fashion 
accessory. I admired their budget gear: their plastic 
oil refinery hats and .homemade fleece salopettes; a 
plastic Coke bottle for water and a modified oven 
glove to keep it from freezing. The improvisation 
shows an earthy enthusiasm to simply climb. It 
evokes fond memories of my earlier days when I'm 
sure I had more fun. But I wouldn't like to trade my 
duvet and Gore-tex jacket right now. 
Gazing at the myriad of stars [ feel so alive. A 
thousand feet below are the silhouetted shapes of the 
valleys and foothills. This is the sort of adventure I've 
been looking for. This is why I quit my job and sold 
my car to come to Bolivia. 
We wake up and eat muesli. Maybe only one more, 
pitch before the hanging glacier. It becomes more 



and then a snow field before the ht1ge leaning walls. 
We're still in the shade, not a ray of direct light since 
we started. Toni and I are belayed to the foot of the 
wall, the ice so hard and clear that I can see the 
screw threads buried in it. Chippy has been climbing 
over an hour and we are frozen. Finally he descends, 
and claims with a stem look that the ice is too dodgy. 
I take a look at the pitch and it seems okay, if a little 
inclinado. Sure enough it's vertical ice with strange air 
pockets and splits in it. I soon warm to the challenge, 
my new axes proving to be excellent. I love it. Chippy 
congratulates me at the belay. I tell him it's the axes. 
Our progress is frustratingly slow and we end up on 
another ledge bivvy but this time we can lie down. 
Food has to be rationed the next day but at least we 
had a good night's sleep. Toni motivates us to the col 
where the summit is haloed by the intense backlight 
of the rising sun; the opposite valley is a tangled 
glacier surrounded by immense vertical walls. 
Roped together we scramble up the ridge. I've been 
cold for so long that I don't realise how warm I am. 
Crashing out into the sun we take some layers off. To 
save fuel we collect melt water to make a glucose 
drink and decide to leave the sacks, head for the 
summit and back and bivvy at the col. We eat the last 
of the solid food. All that's left is powdered soups 
and some chocolate drink. 
The ridge is blocked by two towers. It means a 
traverse round on the cold south face again. I take the 
lead with nothing but space below me and powdery 

Top Right: Chippy leading in the 
gully. Above: Toni Rodriguez 
and the Author at the first 
bivouac. Right: Chippy coming 
through the tunnel. 
Photos: Andrew Collection. 
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Above: The South Face of 
Tiquimani (5549m). The Anglo
Argentine Route follows the left
hand of the three obvious 
couloirs to the col thence to the 
summit via the ridge. 
Photo: Angus Andrew. 
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snow underfoot. I move across the flutings on 
carefully made compressed footholds, trusting them 
to hold my weight. 
It takes time for us all to complete the traverses. Toni 
belays Chippy while I attend to my bodily functions. 
Groping in my sack I realise that there's no paper left. 
I use instead my flimsy lens tissues. " It lucky by your 
ano1" remarks the naturally witty Toni. They revel in . 
vulgarity, Chippy once climbing to Toni's 
commentary of a previous sexual encounter with the 
largest girl in Bariloche. Perhaps there were real 
comparisons in his mind. 

• The ridge continues as knife-edged shattered rock. 
Toni has jammed my number one Friend in a crack 
and it annoys me. I've had that Friend with its tatty 
piece of orange rope for years; it's the first one I ever 
owned and it survived my other epics. Why should 
this be the one? I grope in the crack with cold hands 
untilitstubbornlywalksoutofreach. My exaggerated 
frustration at the loss makes no mark on Toni or 
Chippy. It was the wrong size for the crack, but then 
that sums up our gear situation. What's more, Toni 
and Chippy don't have Friends so they are probably 
unpractised in their use. 
Time is running out on us again and my impatience 
mounts. ·r start to climb hurriedly. I don' t want to get 
this far and fail. The temperature is plummeting. 

Suddenly what seemed like a solid 50cm square 
block comes away in my hands. That stomach
churning, helpless moment when you're falling 
envelopes my senses. A gasp of air squeezed tightly 
in my lungs. Then a nioment's silence as I come to 
rest on the rope's stretch. I'm safe. 
Regaining my position, I make a belay for the other 
two. The freezing rope feeds through my plate in 
jerky movements and jams. I look down to see the 
fluffy white strands of the inner core. Ten metres 
from one end, the rope has been almost severed by 
the rockfall. Damn, it was my fault. The light is 
fading and I'm losing my tether. A strong wind starts 
to blow. The predicament is rapidly becoming serious. 
We carry on. There always seems to be more. We've 
had our kicks and tested our nerves but now it's 
proving our stamina; a continuation that is leading 
to ordeal. If only there was a sheltered flat piece to sit 
on for a moment's rest. These final stages sap my 

· ·strength until finally we sit on the summit in a biting 
wind. It's a drastic anticlimax in many ways. Toni 
and Chippy both shake my hand very firmly and 
then it's time to go. It would be dangerous to stick 
around the wholenightwithoutgearor food soweab 
down using the cut-off end of Toni's rope. 
The abseils are shorter than the pitches, disrupting 

the flow and making for uncomfortable belays. I lead 

because my torch is the best for scanning the 
next ab points. Chippy isn't wearing his torch 
now because his Argentine battery has gone 
flat. My legs begin to jitter from the strain of 
the harness always cutting off the blood 
supply. 
.Lowering down metre by metre, I scan the 

surrounds for recognisable features, as my 
torch beam dances away into depths beyond. 
It's pitch black now as! leave the safety of the 

rocks to traverse round the twin towers. With 
full concentration my exhaustion vanishes. 
I'm in control but on the edge. No room for 
error. I have tomakea belay partway because 
the rope won't reach the full distance now. 
The Argies tiptoe over one at a time until we 
are all huddled together in the dark, 
suspended in space. If anything gives way 
now we'll all slip down the slope and then 
free fall all the way to the bottom thousands of 
feet below. 
Handling everything with extreme caution 
for fear of dropping it from our freezing 
mittened fingers we prepare for the second 
leg. Suddenly I feel faint. I can't take any 
more. I can hardly balance on the ledge of ice 
I stand on. My hands are trembling. Toni 's 

light has gone now. It's 3 a.m. Adrenalin 
alone won't overcome my exhaustion any 
more. I need something to eat. 
Chippy lowers me down the next section. We 
pick up our sacks and scramble down to the 
col. Soon we are in our bags waiting for the 
water to boil. Nothing happens. Toni checks 
the stove. The last of the gas has run out. All 
we get is a gritty drink of melted snow. We 
end up eating the powdered soups and 
chocolate mix dry. 
I feel as if I've only just fallen asleep when I 
hear Toni rustling around. The light is about 
to hit the col. There's nothing to cook and 
nothing to cook it on so it's wise to get moving. 
We descend by the ascent route. "No having 
surprises," says Toni wisely. The raps mostly 
go very smoothly. Concentration and 
teamwork make it all work efficiently. All 
our dispensable gear gets used until the last 
overhanging block pitch when Toni uses his 
rucksack straps. 
One by one we charge down the final rope 
length and climb off the bottom to stagger 
through the snow into the Yungassun. We lie 
there for a moment letting our bodies warni. 
Toni takes his boots and socks off to reveal 

.,. 

Left: "Toni motivates us to the 
col where the summit is haloed 
by the intense backlight of the 
rising sun . .. " 
Photo: Angus Andrew . 

feet that look like they have been in the bath 
too long, the skin all white and wrinkled. I 
have boots that cost a fortune and are 
supposed to be very warm and breathable. 
To my surprise my two big toes are slightly 
blackened. It's a frost nip. The extra socks 
must have cut off the blocd supply. 
We walk back to the hut. It's dark when we 
arrive and we cannot find the surplus food 
we hid in the rocks. After half an hour the 
Argies decide to give in and look in the 
morning. I carry on for a further half hour 

-determined that I'll have something to eat. In 
sheer desperation I'm turning rocks this way 
and that until suddenly there it is 1 Back to the 
hut and the cooking begins, starting with the 
last tin of du/cc de /ec/1e. 

Summary 
A .,,personal account of a first ascent on the 
South Face of Tiquimani (5549111), Cordillera 
Real, Bolivia, by Angus Andrew (GB), 
Federico "Chippy" Chippitelli and Toni 
Rodriguez (ARG), August 11th, 1990. 
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DIARY 

The Camping and Outdoor Lei

sure Association (COLA) Trade 

Show has moved date to Sep

tember. The annual bun fight 

kicks off in Harrogate on Sep

tember 21st and closes on the 

evening of Tuesday 24th. In 

1993 we 'II all have to go through 

the motions twice as there is to 

be a Spring show as well! 

The SKI GB Exhibition wi ll be 

held at Manchester's G-Mex 

centre from the Bth-11 th March 

1992, and don 't forget the 

LI.I.A.A. World Cup climbing 

competition finals to be held at 

the National Indoor Arena in 

Birminghamfrom December 6th 

- 8th. of this year. An earlier 

event at G-Mex in October has 

been cancelled due to last 

minute withdrawal of sponsor

ship. 

NEXT GEAR 

Update on recent plastic boots. 

Improvements, new models, 

etc., plus gossip and new gear 

from The Mi.inich (ISPO) and 

Harrogate (COLA) trade shows. 
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Expedition 
Rucksacks 

The irony of modern gear is that just as 
the manufacturers start making really 
good, strong, comfortable and LARGE 
backpacks, the real need for them starts 
to diminish. In the UK, very few hill 
users now need to carry the monstrous 
loads that old fashioned clothing , sleep
ing bags, stores etc forced you to carry. 
Modern gear design has dramatically 
cut the bulk and weight of essential 
survival gear whilst at the same time 
vastly improving its performance. That's 
why, when choosing Expedition Packs 
as a topic to discuss, it suddenly be
came apparent that there were not many 
genuinely large packs available on the 
UK market. 

The term 'Expedition Pack' really 
means a pack that has been designed 
to carry enough gear to sustain an indi
vidual on an expedition rather than a 
weekend trip. In the context of Moun
tain, it also means that the trip will 
involve some climbing - well should do! 
- so an Expedition Pack should be: 
1 80 litres capacity and more 
2 Bomb proof 
3 Comfortable 
4 Suitable! 
for load carrying AND climbing 

Size: 80 litres capacity - this is just an 
arbitrary size qualification. All it means 
is larger than most packs. For instance, 
the average climbing pack for cragging , 
Alpine day routes, Winter routes etc, is 
usually about 35-40 litres. 80 litres + is 
usually considered only by kitchen sink 
carriers, the military or by Expedition 
Man! 

Why this big? Mainly so that you 
can put enough on your back to last you 
for several days (ie. tents, sleeping bags , 
mats , ropes , gear, food and fuel) in an 
inhospitable climate. Also , after the first 
bivouac it is desperate to repack a small 
pack and definitely quicker to repack a 
large one I 

Strength: If goes without saying that 
bigger packs are designed to carry more 
weight , so they must have superior lev
els of workmanship , design, fabrics if 
they are going to cope with the in
creased stresses involved. Heavy load 
carrying is hard work and packs are 
repeatedly shock loaded as the carrier 
struggles with the load . This mean·s 
that any sub-standard fabrics , poor de
sign or bad or too lowly specified work
manship will rapidly reduce the pack to 
a torn , painful and useless state. Whilst 
this may be self evident to most sensi
ble people , it is not always evident to 
pack producers! Competition in the 
rucksack market is growing increas-
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ingly ferocious as the Far East has 
opened up huge supplies of low cost 
manufacturing which , to be fair, makes 
whatever is asked of it, i.e. both cheap 
and cheerful , AND high quality prestige 
ranges.There are a few easy guidelines 
to recognising good quality, as famous 
brand names often use foreign sources 
to stay in the competitive game but 
equally the tag , "Made in the UK" does 
not always guarantee superior quality! 

Material Quality: Is the fabric branded? 
Is it strong enough for the job? Is hip 
belt dual density foam? If you don't 
know, look! Put the salesman through 
his paces. 

Visual Workmanship Inspection: Are 
all internal seams bound? Does the 
pack have a double base reinforce
ment? Are the zips strong enough? Are 
weight bearing straps well enough in
serted into main strong points? 

Common Sense Design Points: Are 
zips backed up by compression straps? 
Does base have heavy duty fabric for 
protection? Are snow sleeve and top 
draw cords easy to operate and well 
sewn in? 

Suitability: Is the design appropriate 
for both heavy duty load carrying and 
climbing? 

Frame Design: To load carry well , the 
pack should be built around an efficient 
internal frame system. Most of us re 
member the now outdated rigid H frame, 
which is still the popular image of a 
'backpack'. While the H frame is great 
for supporting heavy awkward loads it 
tends to sit very rigidly on the user's 
back. It also becomes increasingly un
stable as the user starts to walk over 
rough terrain because the frame trans-

Edited by Dick Turnbull 

Capacity: When is a litre 
more like a pint? 
Do you believe the manufacturers' claims 
about pack sizes? How come Karri litres 
are desperately different from Berg litres 
or Lowe litres? II seems that everyone 
uses different measurement techniques 
with no recognised common denomina
tor. Berghaus fill their packs with 
"cordgrips", weigh the pack empty and 
full, subtract the difference and convert 
the weight into litres using a tested for
mula. (i.e. one bottleful of cordgrips 
weighs X!) Most manufacturers do some
thing on these lines using dried peas or 
maize or polystyrene and, believe it or 
not, Vaude tells me it uses . .. water! This 
all sounds fine. Why then are these sacks 
so different? How can a 55 litre men's 
pack with a 22" frame be the same lite rage 
as a 55 litre ladies' pack from the same 
manufacturer, of similar design but 20" 
back length? Not only do they look obvi-

mils the momentum of the load. To 
combat this , the 'floating hip belt' was 
introduced which only meant that the 
load was less securely linked to the 
user's hip, giving something akin to 
independent suspension on level , 
smooth ground, but which developed 
into a nightmare on rough or steep 
terrain as the load threatened to go fully 
independent and throw the user head 
over heels I 

In answer to these problems, 
manufacturers simplified the design, dis
carding the rigidity of the welded tube H 
frame in favour of flexible aluminium 
support bars and removing the cross
pieces that gave structural rigidity to the 
H frame design. The new frame sys
tems were more anatomical in design 
as the aluminium struts could be 
moulded to the individual 's back and 
the lack of transverse rigidity meant that 
the load was able to absorb body move
ment before it gained momentum and 
interfered with the user's control. (Ski
ing with a heavy pack is perhaps the 
best example of how a sack's own mo
mentum interferes with control of the 
activity!) The other important charac
teristic of the flexible internally framed 
packs is that the centre of gravity has 
been lowered from somewhere up be
hind the neck to somewhere just below 
the shoulder blades. Whilst this doesn 't 
sound like much, it is vital if stability is 
going to be enhanced. Climbers don 't 
want sacks that throw them about when 
they move their shoulders ·whilst ice 
climbing etc. (The old , and much loved, 

ously different sizes, simple calculations 
point to it! One famous UK manufacturer 
has recently launched a range with im
mense disparities that render capacity 
figures a farce. How long before Trading 
Standards inspectors notice? 
It's time for the rucksack manufacturers 
to come clean about capacities and fully 
justify their measurement methods. Even 
better, agree a standard so that their 
customers can legitimately compare 
models across makes (or even inside 
ranges!) without struggling to relate to
tally conflicting evidence. (That 55 pack 
is huge compared to this 60 litre one!) 
Perhaps capacities should be taken out 
of model names so that manufacturers 
can be more careful with giving real 
capacities. Whatever happens - be wary 
of given sizes. When in doubt, believe 
your eyes, not what you read!! 

Millet sac always ensured that the load 
was not concentrated upon the shoul
ders, but spread more evenly between 
hips and shoulders. Totally different, 
for instance, to the original Whillans 
pack beloved (or perhaps hated) by 
English alpinists 20 years ago that uti
lised an ice cream cone as its design 
inspiration!) 

Pack Design 
With modern internal flexible frame 
systems now predominant, most large 
capacity packs are appropriately framed 
for expedition use. The major deter
mining factor of what makes a pack 
suitable for expedition use is the design 
of the carrying space of the pack. The 
main design requirement has always 
been a smooth, narrow profile that in
terferes least with the wide variety of 
movement involved in climbing. Many 
modern expedition packs have wider 
bases than used to be considered ac
ceptable and are usually not as high as 
they were, all indications of an aware
ness of the need not to disturb the 
natural centre of gravity more than nec
essary. 

Pack Features 
Climbers have traditionally preferred 
the simple, 'big hole' approach which 
eschews all fancy go-faster extras such 
as sidepockets, internal zipped com
partments , extra straps etc as extra 
expense and weighty gimmicks of no 
great use. However, modern expedi 
tion packs invariably boast a wide range 
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EXPEDITION RUCKSACKS 

of features designed to increase versatility. 
Compression Straps. Essential for firm load con
trol and external load carrying . 
Zipped Entrance Base Compartment. Popular 
with narrow packs to facilitate access to load. 
Twin compartments allow differential load organi
sation (i.e. wet/dry gear, clean/dirty gear etc. ). 
Zips have long been considered as weak points so 
ensure that: a) a good, heavy gauge coil zip is 
used ; b) zip is crescent shaped to enable compart
ment to be entered when pack is full; c) Good 
overlap to ensure waterproofing. d) Zips are 
backed up by adjustable compression straps to 
take the main strain. As all the weight is focused 
through the bottom compartment, zips must be 
supported by weight bearing straps. 
Internal Compartment Divider. Sometimes zipped 
internal flap, now often a diaphragm closure (i.e. 
draw cord style). Make sure that there are gaps 
left in stitching to allow the easy internal carriage 
of long thin items (ie tent poles) when the internal 
divider is in use. 
Snowsleeve. Essential to weatherproof top en
trance of pack. 
Adjustable Two Pocketed Lid. Important if pack is 
to have extra carrying capacity. Usually lid held 
down by 3 short adjustable straps on frame side 
and 2 entry straps opposite. This allows lid to be 
raised to accommodate extra load. Also important 
to reposition lid and bulging lid pockets away from 

VAUDE SKAGEN (£180 All Prices Approx .) 
Capaci ty 85 L 
Weight. 2 75 kg 
Back system: Tergollex System 
Frame Length 61 cm 
Material 12 Oz Cordura 
Features CS. AL. SS. AB. ZBC. AL(2).GP. CST. IDZ 
Carry: Good stable carry Very well reinforced and padded hip 
belt lits well and takes weight easily Inabili ty to pre-bend frame 
docs give some pressure on chest side of shoulders but does not 
affect efficiency of load d ist ribut ion. Deep design helps for easy 
loading 
Comments: Most adjustable of all the packs rev iewed . Advanced 
design hip belt and shoulder harness variable for height and 
wid th adJustmcnt giv ing very specific fit (but requires many 

ad1ustment mechanisms). Very roomy, easy to pack with very 
easy access th rough 2 zip frontal entrances and snow sleeved 
top. Lid fits well but top pocket is tricky to use easily due to 
smooth profi le. Qu ibble why arc main compartment seams only 
double stitched and not bound as well? Standard weight Lip on 
base compartment and front entrance, well reinforced by tension 
relieving straps, but why not use a stronger zip anyway like other 
manul,;icturc rs? 
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raised head, especially when on steep ground. 
Lid sometimes feature twin carrying straps posi
tioned at rear under lid top pocket. Very useful for 
sleepmats , cags etc. Security zipped pocket 
should be underneath lid. 
Chest Strap. Important extra to help control load 
in rough terrain. 
Axe Loops. Two essential . 
Gutterpockets. Small external pockets featured 
beneath side compression straps to hold securely 
anything (ie shovel , adjustable ski poles, tent 
poles etc) that is carried externally in compression 
straps. Check that these pockets have drainage 
outlets. 
Comfort. Having got the right technical ingredi
ents that you want, it is , of course , vital that the 
pack is actually comfortable. As all internal frame 
back systems are designed to transfer load bear
ing from the shoulders to the legs it is vital that the 
pack fits correctly. 

Fitting. 
First load the pack with approx 10-15 kilos. 1. 
Make sure the hip belt is correctly positioned i.e. 
hip belt padding should fit over the prominent hip 
bone at approximately belt (lower waist-level). 
The belt should be firmly fastened to create a 
secure base as the load is transfered from the 
back to the straight bones and long muscles of the 
legs. 2. With hip belt firmly and correctly posi-

... 
-~ 

POD EXPLORER (£170) 
Capacity : 80 + 15 L 
Weight: 2.55 kg 
Back System : Adjustable Ladder System 
Frame Length : Large 60 cm . Medium 55 cm 
Material: 1000D Cordura 
Features: CS. AL, SS, AB, ZBC, AL(2), GP. CST, ID2, FHL 
Carry: Slight taper base-to-lid gives good stability. Well controlled. 
firm dual density hip bel t is very secure and takes weight well. 
Adjustable hamess gives good, easy fi tt ing and abi lity to contour 
aluminium frame makes for close , stable shou lder fit. 
Comments: Superb workmanship and top quality materials wi th 
close attention to load bearing.areas make Pod sacks unbe~table 
for qual ity and strength. Well -designed pack gives good stabili ty 
with well -secured removable lid giving good extra extension 
capacity. Clever expanding gutter pockets' 

tioned , the shoulder straps should be tightened to 
be comfortable but not inhibiting. (Tighten the 
shoulder straps too much and the pack will always 
end up hanging from the shoulders and NOT 
being supported on the hip. With shoulder straps 
firm , the frame struts should end approximately 2" 
above the shoulders. If the struts are much higher 
then they can interfere with head movement and 
the pack can become unstable. If lower, weight 
distribution is affected. 

Frame Bending. 
It is important that modern aluminium internal 
frames are used as they are designed to be used. 
To do this , the frame struts should conform to the 
curvature of the back, particularly to accommo
date the small of the back and the shoulder blades. 
When new, the struts are sometimes slightly formed 
but usually they need individual attention to make 
them fit correctly. It i? important that the shoulder 
curve is properly formed so that the shoulder 
straps and shoulder contouring straps can be 
properly tensioned without introducing unneces
sary strain on the user. 

If the frame length is too long or short, then 
ensure that the size up/down is tried. NB. Women 
tend to have shorter backs than men , mainly due 
to having a higher hip bone profile. As a result 
women find it difficult to fit men 's packs satisfacto
rily and as a result several specifically designed, 

LOWE ALPAMAYO (£155) 
Capac ity 70 + 20 L 
Weigh t. 2.55 kg 
Back System Wedge Ad1ustment System 
Frame Length: 6 1_cm 
Material 500 D Cord ura 
Features CS. AL. SS AB. ZBC. IDZ. AL(2). GP. CST 
Carry Reliab le stable carry with well shaped/padded hip belt 
Smallest capaci ty sack tested and carry reflects feeling of slimness 
of pack S1gn1f1cant base-to-lid taper gives good shoulder 
stab1l1ty fo r more technica l use 
Comments High quality finish with top qua lity materials Well 
proven pack shape belier for climbing than most others Wedge 
Adjacent back system easy to operate (if somewhat mechanical) 
Li d features trad itional deep Lowe top pocket that can flop/sag if 
it and pack not lull. Good climbing/load carrying compromise 
(Usual zip weight quibble on base compartment ) 
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'ladies· models have become available. 
(Not usually of very large capacity 
though I) 

Conclusion. 
Choosing a modern large pack is diffi
cult as the actual differences between 
models are very often marginal. ~or 
expeditions it is important to examine 
what you really want (i.e. lightweight, 
but strong, average/heavyweight but du
rable , huge/just enough space, com
plex back system/simple system, fully 
featured/simple etc) and then to make 
sure that you stick to choosing what you 
need. What is vital , however, is to 
examine the gear that you are inter
ested in very carefully and let common 
sense prevail over modern pressures 
such as wall to wall marketing and out
rageous guarantees etc. The other thing 
to remember though , is that whatever 
you choose , it won 't make the loads any 
lighter .... just more bearable! 

Key 
CS-Comprcss1or· straps. AL -Ar!Justablc Lid 
SS-Snowslccvc. AB-AdIustable Back System 
ZBC- Zipped Ba·sc Compartment IDZ-lntcrnn' 
D1v1d,ng Z•p AL(2) -Axc Loops (2) GP-G.Jttcr 
Pockets. CST-Chest Strap FHL-Front Haul Loop 
FB -F,xed Lock System TCS-Top Compression 
Strap FMJ -Ful Metal Jacket 

POO Grade VI (£160) 
Capacity : 70 + 10 L 
Weight: 2.4 kg 
Back System: Adj Ladder System 
Frame Length: Large 60 cm , Medium 55 cm 
Materials : 10000 Cordura 

Adjustable Back Systems - Are 
They Worthwhile? 
When Lowe Alpine Systems introduced the first adjustable, flexible, internally framed back system, the 

Parallux, (now the most copied In the world). the trade at last thought that here was the definitive answer 

which would deliver them from having to stock different sizes of frame for different back lengths. It meant 

that one pack would fit every body. so everyone assumed. and all the other ma1or manufacturers followed 

suit . 1ntroduc1ng SAS. AB. Laser. Wedge etc, etc However, It soon transpired that the "one size fits all " 

idea was an tllus1on, despite the fact that the trade loved it for lowering their stocking requirements. It 

became apparent !hat an adjustable back system does NOT fit all back lengths satisfactorily. The key 

factor Is matching the length of the users back to the length of the actual frame (1e the aluminium struts) 

to achieve a f1tt1ng as shown above As most adjustable back systems use a 24" (60 cm) frame length, 

they can only be suitable for people with an approximate back length of 22" (55 cm) Although the 

shoulder-to-hip length can be adjusted to fit, the frame cannot. leading to bad fitting which reduces the 

pack's comfort and effectiveness Lowe fairly quickly realised this problem and introduced 3 frame lengths 

(22", 24" & 26") to ensure a good fit. which returned the trade to the posItIon they started fromt Other 

manufacturers gave up adjustable frame systems completely as they felt the advantages had b'3en 

severely compromised They now push the virtues of fixed back length systems with their concommittant 

advantages of greater lightness. less expense and the less-to-go-wrong mentality. 

So. is there an advantage with having ad1ustability? Some only, is my answer. Perhaps for growing 

adolescents or families where some equipment sharing Is planned, or for those of us whose back 

configuration just cannot fit the fixed back length offered. Outside thts, my feeling is that adjustability is 

not necessary as a well fitted fixed frame back system will perform as well as an ad1ustable back 

system in all circumstances. leaving you with a cleaner. lighter back system 

BERGHAUS EXPEDITION (£145) 
Capacity: 80 L 
Weight : 1.9 kg 
Back System: Cyclops II 
Frame lengths : Size 2 - 54cm, Size 3 · 58 cm. Size 4 · 62.5 cm. 
Material : 8200 Nylon 

BERGHAUS CITADEL (£150) 
Capacity 75-80 L 
Weight 2.3 kg 
Back system Cyclops II (Fixed Back) 
Frame Length Size 2/54 cm. Size 3/58 cm. Size 4/625 cm 
Material t DOD Ardura 

Features : CS, AL, SS. AB. ZBC, IDZ, AL(2). GP. CST, FHL 
Carry: Good straightforward carrying performance. Good dual 
density padding on hip belt/lumber region. Easy harness 
adjustment and frame contouring give good stability over difficult 
ground. 

Features: TCS, FB. CS. AL, SS, AL (2), GP, CST. 
Carry: Only pack tested designed specifically for high altitude 
mountaineering. For load carrying , space is plentiful and Cyclops 
II frame system is up to the job, but unpadded hip belt is 
uncomfortable. (Lack of padding saves weight and is easier to 
wear with a harness.) Stability okay although sack tapers from 
shoulder to hip unlike most others. 

Features CS. AL. SS. FB. AL(2). CST. TCS 
Carry : Broad straight pack design gives reasonable stability 

with easy load packing Strong simple Cyclops II fixed frame 
system 1s easy to use and delightfully uncompl1catedl Carries 
close f1111ng to back Simple hip belt fits well but does deform on 
very heavy loads Comments: The usual high Pod level of finish. stitching and 

materials. Built like a tank (double sllctched and bound main 
seams, full strength haul loop etc). Horizontal zipped base 
compartment very difficult to operate when pack is full. Good, 
easy to use ad1ustable dual pocketed lid and excellent, no
nonsense eyeleted drawcord top closure and snow sleeve. 
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Comments: Robustness has been sacrificed for weight saving . 
B200 p u coated packcloth is fine until pack has to be hauled (or 
thrown about of trucks!) then fabric tears easily. Simple straight 
through single compartment is easy to use , but can be inconvenient 

on walk-ins. Good pack tor the specialist who can afford one pack 
per trip! 

Comments: Simple cffoct1vc design gives all you need but no 
frills Sack cut on the round so no front scams Zip weight 
excellent Easy to use hasc compartment Perhaps 3 side 
compression straps would l1elp when pack ex1ended Top 
closure strain rel1ev1ng strap very efficient and should be standard 
le9ture on all packs I Ltd easily adJustab!e and controllable but 
not removable. An efl1c1ent. tough. no-nonsense load carrier. 
perhaps a bt l wide and stra1gl1t for actual climbing Only quibble 
- stupid film cassette-like strap reels clatter about like maces In 
wind - good design studio idea. but not wortt1 11 on the hill 
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Boardman Tasker 
Award 
The following lilies are I isled in order 

as received. Those shorllisled by 

!he judges are shown in bold. 

Yes lo Dance by Jim Perrin. Oxford 

llluslraled Press. 

Coming Through by Andy 

Fanshawe. Hodder & S!oughlon 

Reinhold Messner Free Spiril by 

Reinhold Messner Hodder & 

S!oughlon 

The Endless Knot , K2 -

Mountain of Dreams & Destiny 

by Kurt Diemberger. Harper 

Coffins (imprint Grafton) . 

The Secrel Life of Snowdonia by 

Michael Leach. Challa & Windus 

Passionale 0uesls by Sonia 

Melchell. William Heineman. 

Mer de Glace by Alison Fell. 

Methuen. 

Suspended Sentences by Jim 

Curran . Hodder & Stoughton 

Uphill All !he Way by John 

Hawkridge. Michael Joseph 

Eyes lo lhe Hills - The Mounlain 

Landscape by Gordon Slainforlh. 

Conslable. 

Wainwrighl's Favourile Lakeland 

Mounlains by AW. Wainwrighl wilh 

Derry Brabbs. Michael Joseph 

AViewfrom the Ridge by Davie 

Brown and Ian Mitchell . The 

Ernest Press. 

Upcoming reviews include new 

guides lo Gable and Pillar. Soulh 

Plalle and Verdon along wilh 

S!ephen Venables' new book on 

Soulh Georgia 
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Eyes To The Hills 
The Mountain Land
scape of Britain 
by Gordon Stainforth 
Constable £19.95 

Some just happen and some you 
work for - the best photographs are of 
two kinds. Of the first, 1ust being in the 
right place at the right time is not enough, 
in all probability the good photographer 
will have anticipated the happening - if 
on ly momentarily - and will be master 
enough of his craft to exploit the situa
tion, a fortuitous happening over which 
he has no control. 

The second kind, certainly when 
landscape and mountain photography 
are concerned, besides obvious photo
graphic skills, involves carefully planned 
sorties, weather forecasts, early rising, 
big loads, long walks, familiarity with 
wild country. painstaking patience - and 
often hours of frustration when the best 
laid plans of mice and men . 

When both kinds of photography 
happen together, when the skilful and 
hard-working photographer is lucky into 
the bargain. then great pictures can 
happen and a book like this can result 

In recent years British publishers 
have produced a plethora of landscape 
picture books, some awful, most mun
dane, a very few ori occasion very good. 
Sadly all too typical is one well-known, 
highly hyped and commercially suc
cessful series that purports to portray 
mountains and moorlands, yet does so 
mostly from the roadside in the most 
perfunctory manner. Never has the 
photographer -a well respected profes
sional - penetrated deep into the moun
tains, never into the real wilderness. 
Where aesthetics are concerned, cer
tain publishers, agents and marketing 
men have much to be ashamed of -
even though they might laugh all the 
way to the bank. 

(Come back Walter Poucher I Mun
dane though your pictures were in later 
years, at least they were real: you worked 
- and walked - and climbed - and 
sweated for them I) 

This book then is a feast - a real 
refreshment. Here at last is a photogra
pher who really understands the moun
tains and their moods, who is artist 
enough to select them and technician 
enough to capture them on film. This 
book Is inspiring, evocative, brilliantly 
executed and well produced Con
gratulations Messrs Stainforth and Con
stable1 The former is of course one of 
us, an accomplished climber and moun
taineer who, after working for many years 
in the film industry is now freelancing as 
a writer and photographer. Although I'd 
already met him, I was first aware of his 
considerable talents when he won the 
Landscape Stills category at the final 
Kendal Film Festival at which I was a 
judge. We shall certainly see more of 
Gordon's work in the future. Constable, 
of course, has a long record of sympa
thetically publishing honest and mean
ingful mountain books (including. as it 
so happens, Mr Poucher) In this in
stance. a most creditable collaboration. 

What of the book itself? It's some
thing to be proud of. a decently large 
format - 9 x 11.25 inches - with the 
pictures excellently reproduced on good 
paper. The design and layout by Ivor 
Claydon is clean. spacious and imagi
native enough in a polite sort of way. I 
thought the contents page, a graphic 
spread with lettering white against the 
sp iky black sunset silhouette of Gillean's 
Pinnacle Ridge, quite magnificent. 

In a text of some 10,000 words, 
nicely fitted around the pictures, Gordon 
explains something of his mountain phi
losophy. dwells on environmental is
sues and discusses the ethics of land
scape photography. li's lucid, readable 
and well written stuff given added pi
quancy by apposite quotes from lumi
naries such as Leslie Stephen and Bill 
Murray. The aspirant mountain photog
rapher will find some valuable lessons 
here whilst he enjo;s his read I 

I must take Gordon to task occa
sionally, however. For instance, having 
quite correctly pointed out that in the 
British mountains," on at least two(out 
of) five days almost nothing of (photo
graphic) value will be obtained " he 
goes on to declaim that, " .. one must 
never resort to gimmickry ... coloured 
filters or double exposures - in the at
tempt to construct a shot out of nothing." 
From a professional photographer, this 
is naive idealism I I certainly use col
ourBd grads (graduated filters) now and 
then. I have to. I'm criticised for 11 by 
reviewers whom I respect - though never 

yet, may I add, have I been criticised by 
fellow professionals Indeed, it IS gim
mickry, but when, as is frequently the 
case, I'm paid to shoot a particular 
landscape illustration and given one 
day of typical leaden overcast in which 
to do it, I'm prepared to use all means at 
my disposal to construct a meaningful 
shot out of nothing. And that means 
using a coloured grad if the sky is uni
form bright grey. 

Come off it, Gordon I You admit to 
using polarising filters, while several of 
the pictures in this book would have 
been just a little bit better had you used 
a graduated NO (neutral density) filter. 
You shouldn't write off gimmicks out of 
sheer idealism, you might need them 
one day. Professional photography is 
often about making silk purses out of 
sows' earsl Mystique (bullshit to you 
and me I) should have died with Ansel 
Adams. 

Three maps show where the pic
tures were taken. Extended captions 
and interesting notes, which include 
such details as camera, lens, film, fil
ters, month and time of day, and climber 
where applicable, are given beneath a 
small black/white rendering of each 
colour plate in a lengthy appendix. In
teresting I I was intrigued to see that the 
majority of the pictures were shot on a 
medium format (2.25" sq) Hassleblad 
though many were made on large for
mat (5 x 4") cameras . Only five small 
text illustrations were shot on 35 mm. 

Personally I think large format has 
nothing to gain over medium format 
except anguish. and has much to lose. 
Of necessity, large format pictures are 
stilted and carefully formalised and, 
quality-wise, have li tt le edge these days 
over the best medium format - or even 
35 mm - emulsions for all practical pur
poses Horses for courses indeed I But 
does the subject matter 1ust1fy large 
format - or even medium format - treat
ment? Remember, it's not the camera 
but the man behind the camera what 
matters! 

Having sa,1d that. possibly my fa
vou.rite picture In the whole book was 
shot on 5 x 4 format with a longish lens. 
It is an early evening shot of the final 
towers of Mitre Ridge in Ben Avon's 
Garbh Cho1re (not to be confused with 
THE Garoh Cho1re) A simple yet graphic 
picture with strong cross light throwing 
the cyclopean granite into fine detail 
and given meaning by two tiny climbers 
on the final arete 

Now, these two figures are okay but 
not quite right. Large format Is not the 
best equipment for ·the moment' So I 
have to ask would they have been ex
actly right had Gordon been able t9 
shoot them on the Hassleblad? This is 
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the perennial conundrum posed by lug
ging around large format cameras' •i n
deed the large format equipment that 
Gordon was carrying on many of these 
photographic sorties weighed out at 
around 40 lbs1 It's a tour de force 
certainly, but is it worth it? I do wonder. 

The book nevertheless is the pic
tures. The coverage 1s actually some
what limited, encompassing as it does, 
only the Snowdon massif and the 
Glyders in Wales, the Central Lake Dis
trict and in Scotland virtually only 
Lochaber, the Black Cuillin, Torridon, 
Assynt and a few scattered outliers But 
the mood of these places, in rain and 
sun and mist, in summer and winter, 
comes burtsting through. Of course, a 
proportion of the pictures are 'also-rans' 
as they are bound to be, but the best are 
brilliant. Especially did I appreciate the 
twin pictures where the same mountain 
is portrayed twice from the same view
point but in different conditions. These 
contrasts are really telling - they are 
what our British hills are all about. There 
is a superb pair depicting Crib Gach 
from below Bwlch Gach, one on a dull 
grey-green winter day, the other a few 
days later after a blizzard and shrouded 
in blowing spindrift. Fabulous1 

This is an excellent book, by a very 
talented artist not only that, but it is the 
result of a lot of very hard work over no 
fewer that 151 mountain days spread 
over sixteen months. Indeed, some you 
work for-and it shows' This book will be 
an essential item in the library of any 
landscape afficianado, photographer 
or not. 

John Cleare 

The Power of Climbing 
by David B. A. Jones 
Vision Poster Company, £19.95 

Relaxing in the sunshine at a sandstone 
crag , a chance meeting and a brief 
conversation produced the following 
comment. "You 've got to admire the guy, he 
keeps coming back and he does take a lot of 
stick." Indeed he does. David 8. A. Jones' 
latest book, published by his own company, 
is without question his most ambitious and 
its handsome cover promises much. He 
certainly puts his money where his mouth is. 
Open cover, read blurb. 

If you can stand the blurb that publishers 
tuck inside their dust-jackets then you are a 
man (orwoman) , my son. Which disqualifies 
me. The blurb for The Power of Climbing 
runs thus. "Climbing has undergone more 
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radical changes in the past 10 years than 
ever in its 200 year history. Today it's (sic) 
challenge lies in smoother and far steeper 
rock faces than ever before . To climb the 
hardest routes now, one needs complete 
obsession to drive the body, both physically 
and mentally Phenomena such as one arm 
pull ups are now common place (sic) and 
regarded as essential to break into today's 
top standard , the EIGHTH GRADE. With 
international televised competitions in big 
arena's (sic) ... mental pressures are getting 
far greater. With the possibility of permanent 
muscle injuries, career insecurity and intense 
psychological pressure ; climbing attracts 
more addicts to the sport than ever. How can 
this be?" 

The question at the end of this spiel is 
interesting. Does the author (not Aecessarily 

David Jones, of course ,) refer to the level of 
commitment climbers require these days , or 
does he mean how can he possibly get away 
with writing such mindless and unexpurgated 
dri vel? Leaving aside the obvious 
grammatical and syntactical errors, annoying 
as they are on the cover of a book, does the 
writer believe what he is saying? Why did the 
editor quote Tony Mitchell on the back, saying 
"You 've got to be aggressive to do a hard 
route , you can 't be a namby pamby, you 've 
got to get stuck in and give it some oomph." 
Is this what we are finally reduced to? 
The idea behind the The Power of Climbing 

is essentially sound. T1:r capture the true 
nature of modern rock-climbing through 
profiles of the people pursuing it, illustrated 
by black and whiie photographs is an 
admirable objective. The latter is especially 
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Above: John Dunne powering 
confidently up Wellington 
Crack (E4 5c) at 1/kley Quarry -
solo. 
One of the illustrations from 
Dave Jones ' new book The 
Power of Climbing. 
Photo. David B.A.Jones 
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Letters 
Madonna Scottish Winter Pegs lead to those making later ascents trying 
Dear Sir, Dear Sir, to reduce the number, and the first peg-

When I climbed Mount Everest Upholding the tradition of boldness free ascent should carry as much 
via the Hombein Couloirthe 20th of and adventure in Scotland is a sentiment significance as the first free ascent. In 
May this year, I noticed to my sur- with which few mountaineers would time, as gear further improves, it will 
prise a Madonna statue with crucifix 
and other attributes at the summit. It 
was placed there by an Italian expe
dition a few days earlier. 

The Madonna is a Catholic sym
bol. It does not belong on a moun
tain situated in two Asian countries, 
in the primarily buddhistic moun
tain areas. Chomalungma - the 
Tibetan name -means the mother of 
(Buddhist) Gods. I wonder how 
Italian climbers would react if, for 
example, muslim climbers started 
to place religious symbols belong
ing to Islam on their summits. 

There is a proverb which says 
"take nothing bul pictures. leave 
nothing but foolprinls" It ought to 
be a motto for all climbers. 
Lars Cronlund 
Sweden 

THE 

disagree. The Mountaineering Council 
of Scotland policy, on banning bolts on 
mountain crags, should receive strong 
support. 

The MCofS winter protection policy 
however, needs further debate. Few 
regular winter climbers would agree that 
modern protection devices have totally 
replaced pegs, and personally , I will 
continue to carry a good selection of 
pegs on winter ascents of summer 
routes. Repeated peg placement and 
removal will eventually damage the rock 
however, and some policy does now 
need to be defined. 

I suggest that all first winter 
ascentionists of summer routes (and 
those making significant repeats) record 
the number of peg placements in their 
published description. The natural 
competitiveness of climbers will then 

welcome considering that the last 

POWER OF CLIMBING 
person to achieve anything 
through this medium was John 
Cleare with Rock Climbing in 
Snowdonia. Certainly, there are 
positive aspects to Jones' effort, 
although it does not bear 
comparison with Cleare's work. 
The book is we ll-designed and 
impactive, Jones is refreshingly 
bullish in the interviews and 
tackles people head-on, but there 
are serious flaws. 

DAVID. B. A. JONES 
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First, the photographs are not 
consistent enough. There are. to 
my mind , four outstanding 
photographs in the book 's 192 
pages. These are John Dunne 
soloing Wellington Crack on page 

137, the portrait of Jerry Moffatt on page 48, 
the -Picture taken in Pete 's Eats of Johnny 
Dawes on page 17p and the shot of Neil 
Gresham climbing Pollitt 's Chimes of 
Freedom on page 120. Others are good, 
many are indifferent. I do not intend to be 
over-critical in this assessment. The four 
photographs I mention are really very good 
indeed and I have no doubt that given time 
and commitment Jones could have filled the 
book wi th that level of quality But he hasn't. 

Furthermore, his choice of interviewees 
seems a tad squiffy. Does Ron Fawcett have 
nothing to say on the subject? Or Johnny 
Allen? Are there really only two women in the 
country worth int~rviewing? Is Pat Littlejohn 
not considered to have been a significant 
contributor? 

become accepted practice to climb these 
routes without pegs. The situation is 
similar to Yosemite , where it is now 
normal to make hammer-free ascents 
of routes like The Nose and Salathe 

Wall. 

The MCofS should be applauded 
for bringing this issue out into the open, 
but their hidden agenda that certain 
routes should be limited to summer 
ascents only, is totally unnecessary. 
Two of the routes in question (Needle 

and Unicorn) have not been repeated in 
winter and to my knowledge , Centurion 

has only had two winter ascents. All 
involved either rest points , aid or a 
bivouac. There will need to be a quantum 
leap in standards and fitness before 
such routes are regularly climbed in 
winter. Undoubtedly this will eventually 
happen, but hopefully the ethic of making 

While the question and answer format can 
work well ( Playboydoes it best of all, curiously 
enough), you have to ask intelligent, revealing 
questions. Jones does not. The questions 
"How did you start climbing?" or "At what 
age did you start climbing at?" appear too 
frequently and they do not illicit anything 
you'd want to know unless you were a friend 
of the interviewee (although teenagers 
desperate for some ardent glory will love it). 
On occasion the replies reveal the bemused 
state of the interviewee. In response to the 
query "Is INDIAN FACE dangerous?" (such 
perspicacity), Dawes replies, "Yes Dave, it 
isl I it's (sic) frightening 111 no protection 
really, 6c moves 100ft up , that's fairly 
dangerous I think I 11" The humour pierces 
even this book's useless punctuation. 

There is a lot of good in the interviews, 
along with the bad. John Dunne's comments 
are fascinating, indeed a pleasure to read. 
but it is hard to escape the impression that 
these gems appear almost by accident, not 
as a response to questioning but because 
the interviewee wan ts to say something. The 
best that can be said is that this mass of 
material will provide grist to the pundits 
mill. 

Part of the problem is the rapidity with 
wh ich the book was assembled. In January 
of this year Jones completed twenty-four 
interviews (including one in Australia), over 
half of the total number, doing three a day on 
the 6th, the 14th, the 17th, the 20th. the 22nd 
and the 24th of that month. I admire his 
fortitude. He followed this up with five during 
the first week-end in February and polished 

peg-free winter ascents of summer 
routes wilt by then be firmly established. 
Simon Richardson 
Aberdeen 

Cape Hopes 
Dear Sir, 
Although it is forty seven years since I last 
set foot on Table Mountain and the 
surrounding hills, I feel sure that the caption 
'Ed February high above Cape Town' for the 
cover photo of Mountain 137 is inaccurate. 
If I remember correctly, it should be placed 
some fifteen miles away at the southern end 
of the Cape Flats overlooking Muizenberg , 
False Bay and the Hottentot Mountains in the 
distance. Havi ng spent a year in Cape 
Province , I echo the hopes of the writers 
that, with the optimistic feelings about the 
future in South Africa, the superb 
opportunities for rock climbing and other 
outdoor activities will soon be enjoyed by 
many visitors from abroad including 
Yours sincerely, 
Tony Lack 
Derbyshire 

off most of the remainder in the first week of 
April. One of them is even done in November 
of this year' This unseemly speed of 
publication has induced a plethora of errors; 
imprecise use of the apostrophe. spelling 
errors, words repeated , sentences repeated , 
spaces between words missing. This is a 
book not a magazine and they should not be 
there. I understand that the proof-reader did 
not have the opportunity to spend m11ch time 
on the text. I would suggest that the Vision 
Poster Company's next effort is allowed more 
time in production. 
Finally, the quality of writing is not adequate. 

This passage is taken from the introductory 
paragraph to the section called The Hustlers. 
"They take no prisoners," writes Jones, 
"there 's no dainty ponsing (sic) around in 
this division, you either come up with the 
goods, or you get your arse kicked right out 
of town. They come in every form , deceiving 
the .onlooker thin and spind ly, big eater's 
(sic), city slickers. duckers and divers. rough 
and unshaven. right off the plains and 
shooting from the hip. The performance is 
staggering, everyone looks on in amazement, 
the Hustlers leave the smou ldering crag -
deliverance. Others may try to Hustle , the 
graduates, the punters. the boys: don't 
bother, you're gonna get roasted." There is 
not much I can say about this without 
appearing unnecessarily harsh, but I wonder 
what Andy Pollitt , included amongst the 
other non-poncing arse-kickers, must feel to 
be thus termed. 

Ed Douglas 
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World Experts 
in the Arts of Alpinism 

M ,,~~,., ( ; 

· ector Pat Little\ohn 
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MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS 
Free catalog (£5 airmail) of New, Used and Rare Books, Guidebooks and Maps on Mountaineering , 
Trekking, Rock-Climbing, Polar, Tibet. America 's largest dealer. Credit Cards and £cheques accepted. 
Chessler Books, Box 399-86, Kittredge, Colorado 80457 USA. Tel : (303) 670-0093, Fax (303) 670-9727. 

EXPEDITIONS TO NANGA PARBAT & MAKALU II 
Mt. McKinley 6194m - May 92. Aconcagua 6959m - Feb 92. Peak Lenin 7134m - July 91. Masherbrum II 
7200m - Sept 91. Nanga Parbat 8125m - Aug!Sept92. Annapurna IV7525m -Apr92. Makalu II 7660m -Oct 92. 

Brochure: OTT EXPEDITIONS, 62 Nettleham Rd. Sheffield, SB BSX U.K. Tel : 0742 588508. 
1220 Waverlev St. Palo Alto, CA 94301, U.S.A. Tel: 415 322 7515 

SAVE MONEY 
MAKE YOUR OWN OUTDOOR 
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT 

Largest U.K. stockists of specialist top 
quality materials and accessories. 
Expert advice. Prompt efficient service. 
Trade and retail. S.A.E. catalogue. 

Pennine Outdoor 
Holmbridge, Huddersfield, W. Yorks. 

0484 - 684302 

MOUNTAINEERING 
BOOKS 

For a good booklist of secondhand/out 
of print books and journals on 

mountaineering and exploration, write 
to 0. Page, 29 Darnell Road, 

Edinburgh EH5 3PO, Scotland. 
Tel. 031 552 2759. 

Wants lists welcomed. 
Good books in good condition always 

wanted to buy. 

MOUNTAIN CLASSIFIED RATES 

Mountain is now running classified ads. The rates 
are as follows: 
Line per first 15 words 
Additional words per 

5 or less 
Box Number 
Display 
per sing le column cm 

£ 7.50 

£ 2.70 
£ 5.00 

$13.00 

$ 4.70 
$ 8.50 

(min. 3cm) £ 13.00 $23.50 
10% discount for repeat insertions 

Payment 
Please pay in advance* when placing order. Where order is for 
more than one insertion, payment may be sent for first inclusion 
with subsequent insertions billed as published. Payment can be 
made by cheque, cash. postal order. Eurocheque, International 
Bank Draft or International Girocheque. It should be either in 
pounds sterling drawn on a British bank or in $US drawn on a US 
bank. Some overseas advertisers may prefer to make a Direct 
Bank Transfer and our bank details are: Lloyds Bank Ltd. , 
Abbeydale Road Branch. Sheffield S7 2BG. Sort Code: 30-97-
51 X, Account Number I 913403. Account Name: Mountain 
Magazine Ltd. 
*UK advertisers please note: rates quoted are not inclusive of 
VAT. Please calculate at 17.Y'/c- and add to your payment when 
remitting. 
Mo11111ail1 Maga:ine Lid .. Clohe Works, Pc11is1011e Road. Shcf 
field S6 3AE. Tel: (0742 J 822340 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
EXPEDITION GEAR 

Expedition Oxygen 
Widely acclaimed Soviet climbing oxygen is now available to 
Western mountaineers! Ultralight high pressure tanks, warm 
and sturdy face masks and easy-to-use regulators can now be 
ordered directly from Moscow manufacturer and shipped to 
expeditions in Nepal, China and Pakistan. For information, 
please contact: High Ascent Light 0 2 , 4128 1/ 2 California 
Ave. S.W., Suite 121, Seattle, WA 98116 U.S.A. or Fax: 
206-932-9520. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

Alpine Club Symposium 1991 
'flhle Cat1J1~ats1J1s 

"The grall(/est clwi11 of'ice 111011111ai11s that Europe ca11 claim " 

History. Geography . Great Climbs and New Challenges. 

Speakers: Robin Hodgkin . George Band. Mick Fowler. Richard 

Pavlovski (Poland). Victor Saunders. Charles Clarke and others. 
Saturday 23rd November 1991 

at the National Mountaineering Centre. Plas-y-Brenin. Capel Curig. 

Gwynedd. 
Cost: AC/ACG members £4. non-members£ 16 
Tickets. accommodation and information from: 
The Assistant Secretary. Alpine Club. 118 Eaton S4uare. London 

SWIW 9AF. 

[ ____ ,,,_~_Yi_M_E_N_r._s_~_o_M_o_u_N_TA_IN _ __,] 

All Mountain subscribers please note: 

When sending payments by cheque, please 
send direct to Mountain and not to our bank, 
as owing to new banking practices we may 
not be able to trace your details. Only direct 

transfers should be made to our bank. 

Thankyou. 

HA VE YOU GOT SOME PHOTOGRAPHS 

MISSING? 

Over the years we have acquired a col lection of photo
graphs here at Mountain because their owners changed 
address before we could return their material to them. We 
never give up trying to send them back, so if you are one 
of the people below, or if you know them or what has 
happened to them, please get in touch! 
Name Last known location 
Chris Cantwell Modesto. CA, USA 
Peter Slivka Kosice, Czechoslovakia 
John Leinster ; Langside, Glasgow, UK 
Dr. Kurt Jeschke Innsbruck , Austria 
John Wade Greyhound Road, London, UK 
Tiziano Nardella Milano, Italy 
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SUPPLIERS 
OF MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

The shops marked (C) (M ) (S) hire out Campi ng , Mountaineeri ng and Ski-ing Equi pment 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Aberdeen 
Bill Marshall, 
186 George St. 
(C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 0224 636952 

Altrincham 
Nick Estcourt Ski & Climb 
53 Stamford New Road 
Tel. 0619286613 

Ambleside 
Frank Davies 
Climbers Shop 
Compston Corner 
Tel. 05394 32297 

Aviemore 
Ellis Brigham Mountain Sports ltd. 
9/ 10 Grampian Road 
PH22 1 RH 
Tel. 0479 810175 (C) (M) (S) 

Aviemore 
Speyside Sports (S) 
Tel. 0479 656 

Belfast 
Jackson Sports Eqt. 
The Outdoor Centre 
70 High Street 
Tel. 0232 238572 

Belfast 
Surf Mountain 
12 Brunswick St. 
Tel. 0232 248877 

Birmingham 
Snow & Rock Sports 
14 - 16 Priory House 
Oueensway 4 
Tel. 021 236 8280 

Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre 
193 Church Street 
Tel. 0253 24307 

Bolton 
The Mountain Shop 
10 Manor Street 
Tel. 0204 386251 

Bradford 
Allan Austin M 'ntain Sports 
4 Jacob Street 
Manchester Rd ., 5 
Tel. 027 4 72867 4 

Bradford 
John Dunne Mountain Sports 
38 Manningham Lane 
801 3EA 
Tel. 027 4 730257 

Brighton 
Open Spaces 
18 Coombe Terrace 
Lewes Rd. 
BN24AD 
Tel. 0273 600897 

Brighton 
Surf & Ski Sports 
1/2 Regents Street (corner of 
Church Street), BN1 1 UL 
Tel. 0273 673192 (C) (M) (S) 
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Bristol 
Ellis Brigham 
162 Whiteladies Road 
Tel. 0272 741157 

Bristol 
Taunton Leisure 
72 Bedminster Parade 
BS3 4HL 
Tel. 0272 637640 

Burnley 
Sportak 
25 Hammerton Street 
Tel. 0282 36816 

Cambridge 
Actionsports 
Mitchams Corner 
34 Chesterton Road CB4 3AN 
Tel. 0223 356207 

Cambridge 
Open Air Cambridge Ltd. 
11 Green St. 
CB2 3JU 
Tel. 0223 324666 

Capel Curig 
Joe Brown 
The Climbing Shop 
Tel. 06904 205 

Capel Curig 
Ellis Brigham 
Mountain Centre (M) (S) 
Tel. 06904 232 

Carlisle 
Dennis English 
141 Lowther Street 
Tel. 0228 30239 

Cheltenham 
Backpacker Systems 
44 Winchcombe St. 
(Opp. the Odeon ), GL52 2ND 
Tel. 0242 42200 

Chester 
Ellis Brigham 
7 Northgate Street 
Tel. 0244 318311 

Chesterfield 
Great Outdoors 
195 Chatsworth Rd. 
S40 28A 
Tel. 0246 220287 
Fax. 0246 220287 

Chesterfield 
Wilderness Ways 
26/28 Par.k Road, S40 1 XZ 
Tel. 0246 201437 

Cirencester 
Cotswold Camping 
Broadway Lane, South Cerney 
Glos. GL7 5UO 
Tel. 0285 860612 
Fax. 0285 860483 

Darlington 
Wild Trak 
155 Northgate 
Tel. 0325 286 917 

Derby 
Derby-Mountain Centre ltd. 
85/89 King Street, DE1 3EE (S) 
Tel. 0332 365650 

Derby 
Prestidge Ski & Climb 
47 Queen St. DE 1 3DE 
Tel. 0332 295100 

Doncaster 
DMC Mountain Sports 
Unit 2, Fraser House 
Nether Hall Road (S) 
Tel. 0302 341756 

Edinburgh 
Nevi sport 
81 Shandwick Place 
EH2 4SD 
Tel. 031 2291197 

Exeter 
Taunton Leisure 
110 Fore Street 
EX4 
Tel.0392 410534 

Forres 
Moray Mountain Sports 
7 North St. 
IV36 0AD 
Tel. 0309 74789 

Fort William 
Nevisport ltd. 
High Street 
PH33 6EJ (M) (S) 
Tel. 0397 4921 

Glasgow 
Highrange Sports 
99 Great Western Road 
Tel. 041 332 5533 

Glasgow 
Nevisport 
261 Sauchiehall Street 
Tel. 041 332 4814 (M) (S) 

Glossop 
Peak Gear 0 /0 Sp . 
72 High St. West 
Tel. 0457 854766 

Grantown-on-Spey 
Speyside Sports 
47 High Street (S) 
Tel. 0479 2946 

Harrogate 
Wilderness Ways 
71 Station Parade, HG1 1ST 
Tel. 0423 6287 4 

Hathersage, Nr. Sheffield 
Outside 
Main Road S30 1 BB 
Tel. 0433 51936 

Inverness 
Clive ·Rowland Mountain Sports 
9/ 11 Bridge Street, IV1 1 HG 
Tel. 0463 238746 

Keswick: Cumbria 
Mountain World 
28 Lake Road. 
Tel. 0596 73524 

Lancaster 
H. Robinson 
Mountain Craft Shop (C) 
5 New Road 
Tel. 0524 66610 

Leeds 
Centres port 
57 /59 New Briggate, 1 
Tel. 0532 452917 · 

Leeds 
Wilderness Ways, 
17 Eastgate 
Tel. 0532 444715 

Leicester 
Roger Turner Mountain Sports 
52A London Road (S) (C) 
Tel. 0533 551952 

Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham 
73 Bold Street, 1 (C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 0517096912 

Llanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, High Street 
Tel. 0286 870 327 

Llanberis 
Outside 
Old Baptist Chapel, High St. 
Tel. 0286 871534 

London 
Alpine Sports 
215 Kensington High Street, W8 
Tel. 0719381911 

London 
Alpine Sports 
456 - 458 The Strand, WC2 
Tel. 071 839 5161 

London 
Ellis Brigham Mountain Sports ltd. 
30/32 Southampton Street 
Covent Garden, WC2E 7HE 
Tel. 0712409577/8 (C) (Ml (S) 

London 
Cotswold Camping 
42/44 Uxbridge Road 
Shepherds Bush, W12 8ND 
Tel. 081 7 43 2976 
Fax. 0817401490 

London 
Snow & Rock Sports 
150 Holborn 
(Corner Grays Inn Road), E1 
Tel 071 831 6900 (M) (S) 

London 
Snow & Rock Sports 
188 Kensington High St. W8 7RG 
Tel. 071 937 0872 (M) (S) 

Manchester 
Alpine Sports 
12 - 14 St. Mary's Gate, M1 1PX 
Tel. 061 832 5956 

Manchester 
Ellis Brigham 
6/14 Cathedral Street, 4 
Tel. 0618340161 (C) (M) (S) 

Manchester 
Cotswold Camping 
6 Oxford Road, M 1 50A 
Tel. 0612364123 
Fax. 061 236 5851 

Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac 
56 North Parade 
Tel . 0629 3750 

Middlesbrough: Cleveland 
Wilderness Ways 
100 Newport Road 
Tel. 0642 248916 

Milton Keynes 
The Outdoor Shop 
14 High St. MK11 1AF 
Tel. 0908 568913 (C)(M) 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
L.D. Mountain Centre 
34 Dean Street, NE 1 1 PG (C) (S) 
Tel. 091 232 3561 
091 221 0770 (Mail Order) 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Wild Trak, 
60 - 62 St . Andrew's St . NE1 5SF 
Tel. 0912618582 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Wilderness Ways 
2 St. Nicholas Buildings 
NE11RF Tel.063224941 
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Northampton 
White & Bishop Ltd. 
13 - 17 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0604 35929 

Nottingham 
Roger Turner 
Mountain Sports 
120 Derby Road (S) (C) 
Tel. 0602 417230 

Oldham 
Paul Braithwaite 
Rhodes Bank, Oldham OL 1 1TA 
Tel. 061 620 3900 

Perth 
Mountain Man Supplies 
14, Charlotte Street, 
PH1 5LL 
Tel. 0738 32368 (C)(M) 

Peterborough 
Outdoor Adventure 
29 Lincoln Road PE1 2RH 
Tel. 0733 41381 

Plymouth 
Mountain Action 
50 Faraday Mill 
Prince Rock, PL4 OST 
Tel. 0752 226923 

Plymouth 
The Wide Blue Yonder 
107 North Hill , PL4 8JX 
Tel. 0752 227264 

Preston 
Glacier Sport Ltd. 
40- 41 Lune St. 
Tel. 0772 821903 

Reading 
Carters Camping Centre 
99 Caversham Road 
Tel. 0734 55589 

Reading 
Cotswold Camping 
213 London Road RG1 3NY 
Tel. 0734 68881 
Fax. 0734 351122 

Reigate 
Surf & Ski Sports Ltd. 
41 Bell Street, RH2 7 AB 
Tel. 07372 22218 (C) (M) (S) 

Sheffield 
Don Morrison Ltd . 
343 London Road . 
Tel. 0742 556018 

Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre 
Coach Street. Tel.0756 794305 

Stevenage 
Countryside Camping 
118 High Street, SG1 3DW 
Tel. 0438 353086 (C) (M) 

Stockport 
Alpenstock, 
35 St. Petersgate 
Tel . 061 480 3660 

Swansea 
Taunton Leisure 
206 High St. 
SA1 1PE Tel. 0792 476515 

Taunton 
Taunton Leisure 
40 East Reach, TA 1 3ES 
Tel. 0823 331875 

Wais.all 
White Mountain 
31 Stafford Street 
Tel. 0922 722422 

Wasdale Head 
The Barndoor Climbers Shop 
Tel. 09406 229 

Sept/Oct 1991 

· Wolverhampton 
White Mountain 
22 Worcester Street 
Tel. 0902 773395 (M) (S) 

York 
Wilderness Ways Ltd. 
9 Colliergate 
Tel. 0904 39567 

UNITED STATES 

California: Berkeley 
Marmot Mountain Works 
3049 Adeline, 94703 
Tel. 415 849 0735 

California: Berkeley 
Th e North Face 
2804 Telegraph Ave. 94705 
Tel. 415 548 1371 

California: Costa Mesa 
The North Face 
Crystal Court in South Coast 
Plaza, 
3333 Bear St., #332 92626 
Tel. 714 556 0540 

California: La Canada 
Sport Chalet 
951 Foothill Boulevard, 91011 
Tel. 213 790 2717 (C) (S) 

California: Palo Alto 
The North Face 
383 University Ave., 94301 
Tel . 415 327 1563 (C) (M) (S) 

California: San Bernadina 
Sports Country Ltd. 
222 North G Street, Suite B 
92401 Tel. 714 825 2973 (C) (M) (S) 

California: San Diego 
Adventure 16 Inc. 
4620 Alvarado Canyon Road 
92120 
Tel. 714 283 2374 

California: Sonora 
Sonora Mountaineering 
173 South Washington, 95370 
Tel. 209 532 5621 (C) (S) 

Colorado: Boulder 
The Boulder Mountaineer 
1329 Broadway, 80302 
Tel. 303 442 8355 (C) (M) (S) 

Colorado: Boulder 
North Face 
629-K S. Broadway, 80303 
Tel. 303 499 1731 

Colorado: Broomfield 
Lowe Alpine Systems 
PO Box 1449 
620 Compton, 80020. 

Colorado: Denver 
North Face 
2490 S. Colorado Blvd. 
80222 
Tel. 303 758 6366 

N.H.: lntervale 
Ragged Mountain Eqpt. Inc. 
RT 16, Box 206 03845 
Tel. 603 356 3042 

N.H.: Conway 
International Mountain 
Equipment 
Main Street 03860 
Tel. 603 356 5287 

New York: New York 
Camp and Trail Outfitters 
21 Park Place, 10007 
Tel . 212 227 1760 (C) (M) 

Utah: Moab 
Rim Cyclery, 
94 West 100 North 84532 
Tel. 801 259 5333 

Vermont: Shelburne 
Climb High 
1861 Shelburne Road, 05482 
Tel. 802 985 5055 

Washington: Bellevue 
Marmot Mountain Works 
827 Bellevue Way N.E. 98004 
Tel. 206 453 1515 

Washington: Seattle 
Recreational Equipment Inc., 
1525 11th Avenue, 98122 
Tel. 206 323 8333 (C)(M)(S) 

Washington : Seattle 
Swallow's Nest 
3320 Meridian Ave., N., 98103 
Tel. 206 633 0408 (M) (S) 

Washington: Seattle 
The North Face 
1023 1st Ave. 98104 
Tel. 206 622 4111 

Washington: Tacoma 
Base Camp Supply 
3730 South Pine 98409 
Tel. 206 472 4402 (C) (M) (S) 

Wyoming: Jackson 
Teton Mountaineering 
Main Square 
(P.O. Box 1533) 83001 
Tel. 307 733 3595 (C) (M) (S) 

AUSTRALIA 

A.C .T. : Canberra 
Paddy Pallin 
11 Lonsdale St. 
Braddon, 2601 
Tel. (06) 257 3883 (C) (S) 

N.S.W.: Jindabyne 
Paddy Pallin 
Kosciusko R., 2627 
Tel. (064) 56 2922 (S) (C) (M) 

N.S.W.: Miranda 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd., 
527 Kingsway, 2228 
Tel. (02) 525 6829 (C) (S) 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Kathmandu Pty. Ltd . 
Town Hall Arcade 
Cnr. Kent & Bathurst Sts. 
Tel. (02) 261 8901 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd ., 
(City) 507 Kent St., 2000 
Tel. (02) 264 2685 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Wildsports 
(Formerly Caving Equipment) 
327 Sussex St. 2000 
Tel. (02) 264 2095 

Oueens~nd: Brisbane 
Jim The Backpacker 
138 Wickham Street, 
Fortitude Valley, 4006 
Tel. (07) 252 4408 

South Australia: Adelaide 
Paddy Pallin 
228 Rundle St. 5000 
Tel. (08) 232 3155 (C) (S) , 

Tasmania: Hobart 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd. , 
76 Elizabeth St., 7000 
Tel. (002) 310 777 (C) 

Tasmania: Launceston 
Paddy Pallin 
59 Brisbane St., 7250 
Tel. (003) 31 4240 (C) (S) 

Victoria: Box Hill 
Paddy Pallin 
8 Market St., 3128 
Tel. (03) 898 8596 (C) (S) 

Victoria: Hawthorn 
Mountain Designs 
654B Glenferrie Rd. 3122 
Tel. (03) 818 1544 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Bush & Mountain Sports 
360 Lonsdale Street, 3000 
Tel . (03) 670 1177 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Kathmandu Pty. Ltd. 
78 Hardware St. 
Tel. (03) 642 1942 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Paddy Pallin Pty Ltd . 
360 Little Bourke St., 3000 
Tel. (03) 670 4845 (C) (S) 

Western Australia: Perth 
Paddy Pallin, 
Shop 1, 
891 Hay St. 6000 
Tel. (09) 321 2666 

BELGIUM 

Leuven - Hasselt 
Kariboe C.V. 
Naamsesteenweg 86, B-3030 
Tel. 32/16 - 23.07.72 

32/ 11 - 81.76.39 
Fax. 32/16 - 20.54.46 
(C)(M)(S) 

CANADA 

Alberta: Calgary 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op, 
1009 4th Avenue S.W. 
T2P OKS 
Tel. 403 269 2420 

B.C.: Vancouver 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op 
428 West 8th Ave ., V5Y 1 N9 
Tel. 604 872 8247 

Ontario: Toronto 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op 
35 Front Street East, M4E 1 B3 
Tel. (416) 363 0122 

Quebec: Montreal 
La Cordee 
2159 Est Rue Ste. Catherine, 
H2K 2H9 
Tel. 524 1106 

DENMARK 
Aalborg 
Spejder Sport (Scout Schop) 
Algade 54, 9000 
Tel. 98 13 87 33 

Aarhus 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Banegaardsgade 16 
Tel. 86 13 36 13 

Copenhagen 
Rainbow Mountain Eqpt. 
Brolaeggerstraede 6 
DK-1211, K. 
Tel. 33 32 00 82 Fax. 31 86 16 06 

Copenhagen 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Nr. Farmagsgade 39, 1364 K. 
Tel. 33 12 55 22 Fax. 42 52 77 10 
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SUPPLIERS 
OF MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

The shops marked (C) (M ) (S) hire out Camping, Mountaineering and Ski~ing Equipment 

Lyngby 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Hovedgaden 57,2800 
Tel. 42 87 04 67 

Odense 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Kongensgade 55, 5000 C 
Tel.66112418 

Taastrup 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
City 2, Pian 1, N r.134, 2630 
Tel. 43 71 74 71 

GERMANY 
Munich 33 
Sport-Scheck 
Sendlinger Str. 85 
P.O. Box 880 
Tel. (089) 21 66-1 
Telex 524 7 42 spsch d 

Munich 33 
Sport Schuster 
Rosenstr. 3-6 
P.O. Box 848 
Tel. (089) 237070 
Telex 522912 asm d 

HONG KONG 

Kowloon 
Grade VI Alpine Equipment & 
Services 
1st Floor, 13 Saigon Street, 
Yaumatei, Kowloon 
Tel. 7820200, 7820202 
Fax. 852 7823661 
Telex. 71947 HYBME HX 

Kowloon 
Hong Kong Mountaineering 
Training Centre 1/F Flat B, 
On Yip Building, 
395-7 Shanghai St. 
Mongkok, Kowloon.Tel. 3848190; 
3883625; Fax. 852 7707110 

Central 
Mountain Services lnt ' I Ltd., 
1st Floor 
168 Des Voeux Road 
Central 
Tel. 541 -8876 
Fa x. 541-7994 

NEW ZEALAND 
Christchurch 
Alp Sports Christchurch 
235 High Street (Head Office) 
Tel. 667 148/661 048 
Fax (64 3) 665375 
8 Stores Nationwide 

Christchurch 
Bivouac (Head Office) 
76 Cashel St. 
Tel. (643)663197 
Fax. (643) 669 240 
Retail Stores: Auckland, 
Wellington 

Christch1Jrch 
McEwing 's Mountain Sports Ltd. 
93 Cashel Street, City Mali 
Tel. 0064 03 666 211 (C) (M) 
Fax. 0064 03 666 211 

NORWAY 
Bergen 
Platou Sport 
P.O. Box 948 
5001 
Tel. 05 31 1290 

WHY HAS CMI 
SOLD MORE 

8• RINGS 
THAN ANYONE 

IN THE WORLD? 

Hemsedal 
Scandinavian Mountaineering 
Equipment 
N 3560 Hemsedal 
Tel . 067 78177 

Oslo 
Skandinavisk Hoyfjellsutstyr A/S 
Bogstadvegen 3, 0355 
Tel. 02 46 90 75 

SPAIN 
Madrid 
Amadablam 
Comandante Zorita , 13 
28020 
Tel. 91 .253.05.31 

SWEDEN 
Stockholm 
Basecamp 
Fleminggatan 34, 112 32 
Tel. (046) 08 516199 
Fax (046) 08 511688 

... 'cause they're, the finest available- just like our 5004 ascenders. Check out our 
complete line of over 160 products including harnesses, packs, pulleys, belay tools, 

chalkbags and webbing accessories. For twenty-seven years we've produced the highest 

quality mountaineering and rescue equipment available. 
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Call or write for our 1991 cataiog. 
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EUROPE 

ALP 
Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 167, 10139 Torino, Italy 
ALPIN 
Gustav-Heinemann-Ring 212, 8000 MLlnchen 83, Germany. 
THE ALPINE JOURNAL 
11 8 Eaton Square, London SWIW 9AF, U.K. 
ALPIRANDO 
48 - 50 bd Senard, 92210 Saint-Cloud, France. 
BERGGIDS 
Jenny Commandeur, Werfstraat 36, 2586, AZ Den Haag, 
Holland 
BERGSPORT 
c/o Dick Eriksson, Hokeg~rdsgatan 14B, 431 38 Mdlndal , 
Sweden. 
DER BERGSTEIGER 
Postfach 27, Nymphenburger Str. 86, D-8000 MLlnchen 20, 
Germany. 
DESNIVEL 
Cl. Doctor Espina 23, local derecho, 28019 Madrid , Spain. 
EXTREM 
Travessera de Dalt 82, 08024 Barcelona, Spain 
LA MONTAGNE 
Club Al pin Franc;ais, 24 avenue de Laumiere, 75019 Paris , 
France. 
MONT AGNES 
I , Chemin du Pre Carre, BP 134, 38244 Meylan Cedex, 
France. 
NORKLATT 
P.B. 8292 Hammersborg, 0129 Oslo, Norway. 
PASOS 
C/ Valdecanillas , 90 post. (local) 28037 Madrid, Spain 
PYRENAICA 
Alameda de San Mames, 29- IO izda. 480 IO Bilbao, Euskadi , 
Spain. 
RIVISTA DELLA MONTAGNA 
CDA, Corso Turati 49, 10128 Torino, Italy. 
ROTPUNKT 
Ziegeleistrasse 16, 7056 Weinstadt-Benzach , Germany. 
TATERNIK 
ul Stan6w Zjednoczonych 53 p. 227, 04-028 Warsaw, 
Poland. 
VERTICAL 
Boite Postale 177, 6 rue du Lieutenant Chanaron 
F38008 Grenoble cedex, France. 
VESTNIKGOR 
105037, Moscow, I , Izmailovskaya Square, " Alpindustria", 
USSR. 

U.S.A./CANADA/SOUTH AMERICA 

AMERICAN ALPINE JOURNAL 
I 13 East 90th St., New York , N.Y. 10128 U.S.A. 
ANTI-SUYU 
Apartado Postal Sucursal 4, C.P. 5.400 San Juan , Argentina 
CANADIAN ALPINE JOURNAL 
P.O. Box 1026 Banff, Alberta, Toloco. 
CLIMBING . 
P.O. Box 339,502 Main Street, Carbondale, Colorado 81623, 
U.S.A. 
CLUB ANDINO BARILOCHE 
20 de Febrero 30, San Carlos de Bariloche, Prov. de Rfo 
Negro, Republica Argentina 
ROCK & ICE 
P.O. Box 3595, Boulder, CO 80307, U.S.A. 
SUMMIT 
111 Schweitz Road, Fleetwood, PA 19522, U.S.A. 

ASIA 

INDIAN MOUNTAINEER 
Official journal of the Indian Mountaineering Foundation. 
Benito Juarez Road, New Delhi-110021 (India). 
HIMALAYAN JOURNAL 
Published by the Himalayan Club, Contact Oxford University 
Press, P.O. Box 31 Oxford House, Appollo Bunder, Bombay 
400001. 
HIMAVANTA 
63E Mohanirban Road, Calcutta 700 029, India. 
THE IW A TO YUKI 
Yamakei (Publishers) Co. Ltd. , 1-1-33 Shiba Daimon, Minato 
Ku, Tokyo. (Contains English language summary). 
SAN AK IN 
C.P.O. Box 6528, Korea. (Contains English language 
summary) 

AUSTRALIA 

WILD/ROCK 
P.O. Box 415 , Prahran, Victoria 3181 , Australia. 

You know the feeling. 
When you and the rope are one. 
Complete accord and interdependent. 

Knot and bend; slide and grip. 
The totality of your Edelrid rope and you -
against Nature. 

Edelrid - the rope. 

Distributed by: 
EDELRID in the UK · Outdoor Pursuits Services 

Derbyshire Level, Glossop SK 139 PT 





5th Festival of 
Mountaineering Literature 

30th November I 991 - I 1.00 am to 8.15 pm 
Bretton Hall , West Yorkshire 
( I mile north of MI Junction 38 on A637) 
Sponsored by High, Mountain , Diadem 
and Hodder & Stoughton 
Guests and Events include: Harold Drasdo, 

:~ Steve Ashton , Anne Sauvy, Climbing Poetry, 
<!~"~CS; Livia Gollancz with adjudication of 199 I 

·.,.__..,..,_.,~ "° ~ ~~~,.,.~ Boardman/fasker Award, Paul Nunn, 
.. :w~i 1,1 ,tt~"'; Jim Curran, Results of Festival/ 
:· -, ~) >·,,,_ High writing competition and an 

:.Al~ll!I·~·· ... :/ ·, / art exh1b1t1on by Net! Munson 
Tickets £8.50 from Terry Gifford, 
Bretton Hall , Wakefield, West 
Yorkshire WF4 4LG 

MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS We hold huge stocks of SECONDHAND AND 
NEW MOUNTAIN BOOKS; climbing/walking guides (worldwide). 

Jarvis Books (Ml, 57 Smedley Street East, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3FQ, England. 
Shop open Mon-Sat,9.30-5.30, Sun, 12-5.30Tele: (0629) 55322, S.a.e., catalogue. BOOKS BOUGHT 

EVEREST, South Col Route 1994. Expedition Services. 
Lh akpa She rpa & E laine Brook, HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, 

Nurses Cottage, Long Lane, Pete rchurch. Hereford. HR2 0TE 
HIMALAYAN TRAVEL (098 1) 550 246 (24hrs) 

# -BECK CRAMPON STRAPS 
All handmade. Unconditionally guaranteed. 

91 catalog free to foreign . U.S. & Canada, send 25¢. 

P.O. Box 2223, Santa Barbara, California 93120, USA. 

MOUNTAIN Waterproof fabrics breathable to 8000g/m2/24hrCordura,_ Ventile, Tactel, 
polycotton, npstop, canvas, mosquito net, Lycra , fleece pile. Zips, velcro, 

FABRICS studs. Patterns for all outdoor gear and more. Exports. For prices stamp 
or airmail 2$. Tor(M), 3 Fryer St., Runcorn, WA7 1 ND, UK. 

ATTENTION CLIMBERS! 
DOUG GEETING AVIATION NOW BOOKING FOR 1991 Denal i 
Climbing Season . Discounts available, free storage, free 
overflights, free sleds, indoor sleeping at our bunk house. 
DOUG GEETING AVIATION BOX 42 TALKEETNA, ALASKA 99676 
CALL COLLECT TO (907) 733-2366 or FAX to (907) 733-1000. 

MOUNTAINEERING EXPEDITION BOOKS - used and rare. 
Send for free catalogue. J .P. Books, P.O. Box 10884, 
Portland, Oregon, 97210, USA. Tel. (503) 227-3308 

DYNALOC 
The pro 

ropemaker's art. 
The Edelrid "flagship" rope. Compact, ultra
flexible, a delight to handle, only available with 
the Dry-Longlife-process. Torsion Zero manu
facture and therefore almost impossible to kink. 

DYNALOC - the definitive linking of man 
and rope. 

11, 10.5, 10, 8.5 mm dia. 

Edelrid - the rope. 

- (E~ELRID)--
Distributed by: 

EDELRID in the UK · Outdoor Pursuits Services 
Derbyshire Level , Glossop SK 139 PT 





We can tell you of the many design 
aspects which improve the perionnance 
and enjoyment of a Snugpak bag. 

IT ONLY TAKES A FEW MINUTES 

TO APPRECIATE 
We can assure you that, at every 

performance level, we use the finest 
available materials. And that every 
bag is made with individual care. 

We can promise, in general, a 
higher spec for the same money. Or 
the same spec for less money. 

All of this is true. 
But a sleeping bag is something 

you have to use before you find out 
how good it is. So when you purchase 
one, you will naturally be concerned 
at first as to whether you have made 
the right choice. 

Well, rest assured. 
If it's one of ours, soon you won't 

belosing sleep about it. 

.A. "Discovery". Dawn-like superbag; optimum warmth/weight. 
Covered Pertex BH, lined Pertex. Superfine high-thermal Neidhart 
insulation, Snugfit hood + neck baffle. 2-way anti-snag zip with 
baffle. Circle foot. etc. Full 4 seasons, weight only 1311 kilos, slimline 
pack, compression stuffsack included. 

of features, beocedlffereat~ 
cbanderiltks. 'lbe lltenduRwlllbelpyoa 
tbebagtbat'sjultrtgbtforyoa.Contadllrelt 
Watedoollllll. Howden Road, WeelY. 
Tel(l&35)654479,Fu. 

A SNUGPAK SLEEPING BAG 

"The zip doesn't .... :c-~ 

snag." Efficient anti-snag webbing ,__.., __ 
is sewn into the 2-way zip. 

"There's a concealed pocket for 
valuables. Now where is it ................................... ?" 
New for 91. Hidden pocket with Velcro fastening. 

"The hood design 
works well. "Drawcords on all hoods. 
Some with snugfit styling ... face 
only is exposed. 

"There's plenty of room. " 
Light weight achieved without skimping on generous 
cut. 13 out of 16 bags have circle or fishtail foot. 

"The baffle seems more efficient. " 
The zip baffle (and neck baffles where used) are sewn 
to a special barrier, not directly onto the bag . 

"It's just as warm as they claim." 
13 of 16 bags have Neidhart insulation, including 
Isodry and fillings with Quallofil and Hollofil. 

"Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz ........................................... " 

"It's light and packs up small." 
Even the 4-season Discovery, for instance, packs to 
39 x 16cm and weighs only I 750gms. 

Our thanks to the suppliers who work 
with us to develop superior products. 

These peopte sleeping bags. 
Neidhart 

PERTEX 
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BRAND NEW, THE 

AND SHOULDERS 

RECORD-BREAKING 
ADHERENCE AND FIT 
(Patent N. 4822/A90) 
The Mythos is the new high-per
formance shoe created by '' La 
Sportiva". 
To tie the shoe there is the exclu
sive, patented UniLace System 
which ensures maximum comfort 
from the toe to the ankle even 
when sharply bending or twisting 
the foot. The lace passes inside 
the upper and 
circles the an
kle, distribut
ing the ten
sion evenly 
over the 
whole 

is easier 
a pair of 
on the lac 
to climb. 

faster to put on 
thos: a single pull 
and you are ready 

Mythos comes in soft suede in 
the most eye-catching colors for 
free climbing . 

RECORD-BREAKING 
HEEL GRIP AND 
PRECISION 111 

(Patent N. l. 
4827/A90) 

The Soft Heel System 
1s an innovative 
patented shell that 
ensures perfect fit of 

the heel and increases 
the area of support while 

diminishing internal compres-
s1on. 
In a heel hooking position the 

ALREADY HEAD 

LL THE REST. 

shell 

adapts ~ Ai, 
to the ~:ir 
irregulari-,~ 
ty of the -~ 
rock and guaran- ' 
tees maximum gripping with 
strong rear and lateral adher
ence . 
Should the climber fall to the 

m ground during bouldering or 
~ training traverses, the heel is pro

tected from shock by the exten
sive absorbent area. The techni
cal and production characteris
tics of the 

Mythos 
make it 
the ideal 
shoe for all types of climbs. 

shoe 
avoiding the 

stretching. 
6).......... ~Tm® 

In addition , thanks to UniLace, it 38038 TESERO (TN) - Loe. Piera, 5/A - Tel. 0462/83052 - Telefax 0462/83213 
; 

CLIMBING 0 N T · H E M O O N 
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